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1 Introduction 1

1.1 Background
Over the coming years, many immersed tunnels will require renovation. to properly determine the 
civil engineering scope of the renovation, it is essential to have the best possible insight into the 
condition and deformation behaviour of the tunnel. One challenge in obtaining that insight is that the 
(deformation) behaviour of these often older tunnels cannot always be thoroughly explained, making 
it difficult to predict behaviour in the future, and its effect on the tunnel’s residual lifespan. Research 
into the underlying mechanisms behind this behaviour is important to ensure a good definition of the 
civil engineering scope of a renovation, and to plan predictive maintenance, whereby the maximum 
availability of the tunnels must be guaranteed. 

Conducting measurements into the behaviour of tunnels is key to the research into the underlying 
mechanisms. Conducting these measurements in a number of different tunnels in a comparable way, 
all based on a uniform approach, is of added value. this strategy aims to meet that need. 

1.2 Goal
the committee prepared this strategy as a way of describing the ‘standard monitoring’ and to provide 
a context in which a uniform monitoring strategy can be developed, for each tunnel. the goal of 
this strategy is to offer support in preparing a monitoring system in a tunnel, in the run-up to the 
subsequent process of data analysis, data interpretation, conducting a condition determination of the 

Pre-publication

This is the first official English edition of the strategy. An interim draft version, also in English, was distributed in 

limited edition during the workshop Monitoring and data collection of immersed tunnels that the COB organised 

in collaboration with Danish partners on Tuesday September 6, 2022 during the WTC in Copenhagen. The 

official first edition was initially only published in Dutch, on October 19, 2022. The Dutch and English publica-

tions can both be found on the knowledge base of the COB.

Figure 1.1 / The international workshop explored how the monitoring strategy – which was developed for older tunnels in the 
Netherlands – can be used for newly built or future tunnels, such as the Fehmarnbelt tunnel. (Photos: COB)

https://www.cob.nl/kennisbank
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tunnel and predicting future behaviour. On the one hand this will enable a better definition of the 
civil engineering scope of the renovation and on the other it will help improve the maintenance and 
repair/renovation process, in the future (tunnel availability).

this strategy is intended for immersed tunnels and the adjacent in-situ built or to be built tunnel 
sections, where both new-build tunnel sections and existing tunnels will be considered. For the 
time being, the scope is restricted to deformation(s) of the tunnel structure(s) and the tunnel 
joints. expansion in the future to cover components and other tunnel types (e.g. bored tunnels and 
land tunnels) is planned.

to increase the usability of this strategy, it is important to first determine the essence of monitoring, 
on a scientific basis. For that reason, this first version has been developed in such a way as to establish 
a relationship with the scientific programme Future proof tunnels. Within this programme, PhD, 
PDeng and MSc students are studying the behaviour of existing tunnels, in depth. the results of 
these studies will provide a better underpinning of the behaviour of the tunnels and the way in 
which the asset owners and tunnel managers can organise the monitoring of the tunnels so as to 
maximise the availability of the tunnels as essential links in their transport network, and optimise 
the maintenance work. On the basis of these studies, an update will be produced of this strategy, 
making it even more suitable for use by tunnel managers.

a relationship will also be established with the toolbox currently being developed under the 
auspices of the toolbox Supervisory Committee. the toolbox makes it possible to gather, store, 
process and access data from a number of different tunnels. this also improves the possibilities 
for developing analyses ‘extending beyond individual tunnels’ for example with regard to generic 
behaviour. 

this strategy is focused on the applicability of monitoring, but also contains background information 
from the design stage (scenarios). the term monitoring refers to the entire process of gathering, 
storing and disclosing data. this includes sensors that carry out measurements, inspections that 
are conducted, the processing of results in simulation models and data storage and transfer.

this strategy is intended to support the target group consisting of owners/managers and scientists 
(including the PhD, PDeng and MSc students) in deciding what needs to be monitored, how the 
monitoring should be conducted and at what frequency the monitoring should be carried out. the 
underlying principle is a uniform approach to the monitoring system and the way in which data are 
recorded for all tunnels, making it possible to compare data from various tunnels. Nonetheless, a 
tailor-made approach will be required for every tunnel, for example as a result of differences that 
can occur in each tunnel (such as geometry, underground, detail design, circumstances during 
execution) or because specific data are needed in order to carry out a scientific study. 

1.3 Layout of this report
the aim of this strategy is to provide a guideline for arriving at a design for monitoring movements/
deformations in immersed tunnels (including their access ramps). the data obtained from the 
monitoring are expected to contribute to the (structural) assessment of the condition of the 
tunnel through a structural health analysis (Sha). although there is a clear relationship between 
the strategy and the Sha, this strategy will not deal with the Sha as a separate subject. For a 
consideration of the Sha, refer to the separate COB report [9]. the relationship between this and 
other research programmes and the possible significance for the design of a measuring system is 
discussed in CHAPTER 2. the Future proof tunnels research programme, for example, serves as a key 
basis for developing a measuring system on which scientific research can actually be conducted. 
to enable such an approach to handling and processing the data, harmonisation with the COB 
supervisory committee for the toolbox is essential.
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In order to arrive at a consistent measuring system, it is vital to understand the backgrounds to 
the behaviour of immersed tunnels, and to understand potential failure mechanisms. this issue is 
discussed in greater detail in CHAPTER 3. 

CHAPTER 4 describes a selection of possibilities for monitoring tunnels, ranging from advanced, almost 
fully automated through to traditional manual measurement techniques. all these techniques can 
contribute either to the monitoring of tunnels from a scientific perspective or to a pragmatic approach 
focused more on tunnel operation. 

One essential point for attention identified by the committee is the recording of historical measure-
ment data, in particular those generated during the construction period. this information is vital for 
conducting an Sha, but is often obtained in a different way (with different measuring systems and 
implementation reports). this information is often limited and of varying quality. CHAPTER 5 contains 
a number of proposals for the transfer of information from the construction phase. as well as for new 
tunnels, this overview could also be used as a kind of checklist for use in ranking information that can 
still be distilled from historical data. 

CHAPTER 6 can be seen as an introduction to the handling, processing and storage, etc. of data. the 
toolbox supervisory committee will further elaborate this important subject, and report separately.

Finally, CHAPTER 7 describes a number of examples of measuring systems recently employed in tunnels, 
and the experiences accrued with those systems. the chapter also makes recommendations for new 
measurement projects.
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2 Tunnel assessment system 2

2.1 Introduction
an assessment system for tunnels, also known as the structural health analysis (Sha) has been 
developed within the COB. the Sha is a process with knowledge workshops and (field) studies that 
gives the tunnel manager an insight into the structural/civil engineering condition of the tunnel: 
which components still satisfy the residual lifespan and which components need renovation. the Sha 
can also be used as a basis for issuing recommendations for monitoring tunnels for behaviour and 
limit values (e.g. measuring settlements/joint movements, material research, inspections, etc.)

the more information that is available about the (historical) behaviour of the tunnel, the better the 
condition of the tunnel can be assessed. Information gathered during the lifespan (inspections, 
measurements) can provide an insight into the behaviour of tunnels, but equally important is the 
information from the construction period. Following completion of the tunnel shell, finishing still 
requires a considerable timeframe; time in which the behaviour of the tunnel (in particular in respect 
of settlements) will make itself known more explicitly this often makes it possible to better predict 
the future behaviour of the tunnel. Gathering information from the construction period is therefore of 
huge importance. however, experience has also shown that among others the archiving of monitoring 
data gathered during the construction phase and any (repair) work carried out in the past, following 
construction, is limited. to carry out an Sha, therefore, assumptions will have to be made in regard 
to those elements. those assumptions must be made by specialists on the basis of other informa-
tion for example obtained from maintenance and inspection reports and/or observed behaviour in 
other tunnels, that can to some extent serve as a reference. however, the ideal situation is a correct 
handover of data from the execution phase (described in detail in CHAPTER 5). 

FIGURE 2.1 shows the effectiveness of the condition determination, based on the volume of data 
available. In the example in tunnel a, a great deal of information is missing, and no condition 
determinations have been carried out in the interim. In principle, this can result in a challenge for the 
assessment of the tunnel, and for determining the civil engineering scope for a renovation on the basis 
of deformation behaviour. For tunnel C, a great deal of information is available about the history of the 
tunnel, and periodic condition determinations have been conducted (the ideal situation); in this case, 
it is far easier to define the civil engineering scope for a renovation. 
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Figuur 1 / Relationship between the subprojects in COB-FPT1.
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Figure 2.1 / Qualification of tunnels on the basis of available data
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For many existing tunnels, information is missing and for that reason, observed phenomena cannot 
always be clearly explained, which makes it more difficult to predict future behaviour. By assuming 
multiple scenarios combined with monitoring of the behaviour of the tunnel, it is still possible to gain 
a greater insight into the behaviour of the tunnel; this insight makes it possible to plan the maintenance 
and any repair of the tunnel in such a way that the availability of the tunnel is guaranteed as much as 
possible.

the execution of condition assessments (Shas) is not part of this strategy. however, the relationship to 
an Sha is evident; the way in which Shas are conducted is important for the way in which monitoring 
is organised, and the results of the Shas can be used for determining limit values for the monitoring 
system, on the basis of which a warning system can be implemented in the tunnel (for example using 
a ‘traffic light model').  

2.2 Initial studies by TNO and Deltares
the COB network wishes to develop a toolbox for using the monitoring data and knowledge acquired 
in past renovations, as a means of determining the scope for future tunnel renovations. the initial 
studies into this toolbox were carried out by tNO and Deltares, resulting in the following four reports:

• Task 1: Knowledge retaining system for tunnels
this report discusses a knowledge system that explicitly described, combines and offers user-friendly 
access to specialist knowledge and information from a variety of sources. It involves among others a 
knowledge decomposition and a first list of requirements.

• Task 2: Intake information template for tunnel monitoring plans
an ‘intake information template’ (FIGURE 2.2) has been developed to improve the quality of monitoring 
plans and ensuring that monitoring plans result in the delivery of the relevant information. the 
ellipse FIGURE 2.2 in  shows the overlap with this strategy.

• Task 3: Data-enhanced reliability assessment method for tunnels
a study was conducted into data-enhanced modelling: the recording of measurement data in a 
model to arrive at better predictions. the Drechttunnel was used as the case study. this case study 
revealed that settlement monitoring makes it possible to mitigate the major uncertainties involved 
in the prediction of soil settlement. at the same time, it becomes clear that the probability of failure 
of a joint is higher than expected in the design. this is the consequence of the lack of detailed 
models that explain the differential settlements measured at the joints.

Figure 2.2 / The intake information template. 
Overlap with the strategy is shown by the 
ellipse. (Diagram: TNO/Deltares [6])Decision and 
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• Task 4: Advanced data analyses (Al) techniques for tunnel maintenance
the use of aI techniques – machine learning and data analytics – has been investigated. the 
study shows that a number of different computer techniques are already available that can 
assist in tracing tunnel leaks. aI also offers an excellent future prospect as more data become 
available.

the most important interface with the scope of the results of tNO/Deltares and the strategy is 
task 2, and to a slightly lesser extent task 1, namely:

Task 1
to be able to assess the behaviour of tunnels, it is important to access as much data as possible 
from the tunnel’s past. the information from the phase in which the tunnel was initially built is 
also an important source (see CHAPTER 5). Designing an approachable and accessible database is 
essential. On the basis of this data, it is possible to produce an initial analysis of the tunnel, which 
can then also be used in drawing up a monitoring plan.

Task 2 
an intake information template was developed by tNO/Deltares for drawing up monitoring plans 
for tunnels [6]. the goal was to introduce a clear structure in producing monitoring plans. In the 
development of this structure, tNO/Deltares took in account the use in an Sha.

although the structure developed by tNO/Deltares is perfectly usable for this strategy, there is 
clear need for further expansion and greater specification with regard to certain components. For 
example it appears that the structure is focused in particular on existing tunnels, and only looks 
back to a limited extent on the design of the tunnel in relation to the risk assessment. a further 
analysis of the design provides and insight into the (residual) capacity of the various components. 
this in turn forms a sound basis for quantifying the risk in relation to observed behaviour and as 
a consequence a tailor-made approach to organising a monitoring plan. Further specification will 
be implemented with regard to the main functions of the tunnel:

1. Conducting traffic (settlement differences, leaks, degradation that negatively influences the 
conduction – i.e. availability – in a negative manner).

2. Bearing loads (settlements, settlement differences, overload, variation in support, 
degradation).

3. Water barrier (can also be classified under the headings ‘conducting traffic’ and 'bearing 
loads').

this breakdown into main functions is retained in the following chapters.

Practical interface diagram ‘umbrella’
the relationships between the various aspects in this strategy are presented in an interface 
diagram, the 'umbrella' (FIGURE 2.3), which also includes the relationship with other task fields 
within the COB (such as the Sha and the set of instruments). the structure as developed by tNO/
Deltares can also be seen. 

the operating principle is that the ‘umbrella’ can also be used for new tunnels whereby clear 
specifications in the handover file ensure that the behaviour and specific characteristics of the 
tunnel are carefully charted out during the construction period. 

With regard to the diagram, the following notes should be added:

• the starting point for the tNO/Deltares approach is the identification and selection of risks. 
this is clearly a logical starting point, but justifiably, it is pointed out that the related risk 
levels are important. the higher the risk level (combination of probability and consequence), 
the greater the importance of the follow-up process of monitoring, (possible) management 
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measures, etc. these aspects are of course extremely relevant for the underlying strategy. this is 
also expressed in the ‘umbrella’ (the grey areas at the top of the overview), in which the condition 
of the tunnel is determined.

It is not always an easy task to clearly determine the risk level. For example, when it comes to 
structural residual capacity. It is important that specialists be deployed to determine the condition 
of the tunnel, (structural) residual capacity and the resultant risk level, on the basis of the design 
analysis and other data that became available during the construction or lifespan. 

• Following the construction of a tunnel, it is worth considering reverse engineering/conducting 
recalculations, in which the design principles in respect of the uncertainties of the construction 
process are considered, so that on that basis the residual capacity can be (re)calculated, which 
could be relevant in Shas. Subsequently, limit values can be determined to set an intervention 
level. Such analyses are not yet carried out as standard. 
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See next page

Figure 2.3 / Umbrella, showing the workflow and relationships with other COB working groups. 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE!
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Figure 2.4 / Overview of Future proof tunnels programme.

2.3 Interfaces with scientific research 
the Future proof tunnel programme represents an important interface for the strategy. Within this 
project, PhD, PDeng and MSc students conduct research into subjects that relate directly to the 
monitoring of the behaviour of tunnels and as such this strategy. 

the programme comprises five subprojects, focused on the following research questions (FIGURE 2.4):

1. how can tunnel deformations and all individual environmental factors be continuously monitored?

2. Which environmental factors play a (critical) role in deformation?

3. how are deformation and residual lifespan of segment joints (with collar construction) influenced 
by interactions with the subsurface?

4. how can all tunnel environment interactions be combined in a 3D model?

5. What is the process of material degradation in tunnels?

this programme was developed for immersed tunnels, but the results are valuable for tunnels and civil 
engineering structures of all kinds. 

the subprojects are developed in close consultation with the COB expert committees and asset 
owners, and all are linked to actual tunnel projects. this makes it possible to test, demonstrate and 
put the interim study results into practice. Wherever possible, the project results are directly used 
by tunnel managers, engineering firms and consultants. the new scientific knowledge, models and 
insights form the starting point for an optimised approach to immersed tunnel renovation.

the five subprojects are described below. 

• Subproject 1 - Deformation monitoring and database is aimed at enabling continuous monitoring 
of all individual factors that influence tunnel deformation and movement. a standard monitoring 
strategy is being developed for deformation, that will be validated in the form of large-scale field 
trials for data gathering. In addition, a database and toolbox will be developed for structured data 
analysis, both within this project and for future research.

• Subproject 2 - Geotechnical data analysis uses already available and new monitoring data to 
determine which underground/environmental factors are the leading cause for deformation, in 
which scenarios. New realistic 3D soil (interaction) models are also being developed.

• Subproject 3 - Segment joints focuses on acquiring new insights regarding deformation of segment 
joints, a critical element of all immersed tunnels. the primary aim of this subproject is to develop 
a method according to which the influence of bedding variation is predicted. More specifically, 
research is being undertaken into how segment joints with a so-called collar construction behave 
under deformation, and how this influences the reliability of tunnel structures. 
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Figure 2.5 / Relationship between the subprojects in COB-FPT1.

• Subproject 4 - 3D interaction model is aimed at developing a 3D model according to which all 
interactions between the environment, tunnel and tunnel components are explained. Use is made 
of the knowledge, models and data developed in subprojects 1, 2 and 3. 

• Subproject 5 - Degradation focuses on gathering new, reliable monitoring data, used for research 
into the degradation behaviour of tunnels, and the further development of degradation models.

Interfaces with the strategy relate primarily to DP 1, 3 and 4

Figure 2.6 / Organisation diagram of the COB-FPT1 programme.
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3 Structural behaviour of immersed tunnels 3

3.1 Introduction
this chapter discusses the structural behaviour of immersed tunnels in more detail. an attempt 
is made to combine structural behaviour and failure mechanisms with deformations in immersed 
tunnels. this forms the basis for the development of monitoring concepts, according to which the 
(deformation) behaviour of an immersed tunnel can be monitored so that (at a timely moment), the 
development towards a possible failure mechanism can be observed.

the monitoring of tunnels is only meaningful in combination with knowledge of the structural 
behaviour of tunnels and the related deformation behaviour, sometimes specific to each tunnel. Only 
then can the monitoring data be correctly interpreted, and recommendations issued on whether or not 
measures should be taken, of whatever kind.

the sections below provide a brief introduction into the construction principles of immersed tunnels. 
this is followed by a closer look at the structural behaviour and potential failure mechanisms that can 
occur. On the basis of these failure mechanisms, an indication of given of the parameters that must 
be monitored. On each occasion, the general principle is first described, followed by possible relevant 
exceptions. a detailed description of many Dutch immersed tunnels appears in [1] and [8]. For a more 
in-depth examination of the structural behaviour or design of immersed tunnels, a great deal of excellent 
literature is available. You are referred to [3] and [5].

In this document, force transmission or deformation are designated by the symbol δx (longitudinal), 
δy (lateral) and δz (vertical). torques and rotations are designated by the symbol rx (around the 
x-axis), ry and rz.

3.2 Construction principle
3.2.1 Outline structure

Immersed tunnels are prefabricated at a different location from the definitive final location of the 
tunnel. to make this possible, the tunnel is longitudinally divided into elements of a transportable 
length, in the order of magnitude of 100-200 m. each of these elements in turn consists of segments 
with a length of approx. 15-25 m. this reduces the effects of shrinkage during construction and 
creates possibilities for expansion, in the final situation. In addition to this approach, there are examples 
of monolithic tunnels with segments not separated by expansion joints, both in the Netherlands 
and abroad. In the Netherlands, these are generally slightly older tunnels, such as the 90 metre-long 
tunnel elements of the First Coentunnel, each of which consist of 5 segments with a continuous 
reinforced shrinkage strip. In asia (hong Kong, China and Vietnam), other tunnels of this type were 
recently built. 

3.2.2 Floating, transporting, immersion and sand flowing
the building structure and structural behaviour of an immersed tunnel cannot be seen in isolation 
from the process of floating, transporting, immersion and sand flowing (in Dutch: opdrijven, trans-
porteren, afzinken en onderstromen, OtOa). the tunnel elements are prefabricated in a construction 
dock, dry dock or in the tunnel ramp. Once the elements are ready, they are fitted with bulkheads and 
the prefabrication location is flooded, so that the elements float. In the case of a segmented tunnel, 
to keep the segments together during transport, the elements are longitudinally pretensioned with 
cables, in the floor and roof (transport pretensioning). In the case of a monolithic tunnel, such as the 
First Coentunnel, which consists of non-expanding tunnel elements, no pretensioning is required. the 
elements are floated to the immersion location, where an immersion trench has been prepared in the 
bottom. the immersion trench ensures that  the tunnel will completely disappear below the bed of the 
waterway (with just a few exceptions) following the placement of a protection layer. 

Figuur 3 / Overview of COB Future proof tunnels pro-
gramme.
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Using temporary (water) ballast, the tunnel elements are kept on the bed of the trench, up tight 
against the previously installed element. In the case of a sand bed foundation (see also the section on 
foundations), the new element is placed on this side (the primary end) with a temporary connection, on 
top of the previously installed element, while on the other side (the secondary end), the new element 
is placed on a temporary foundation of concrete slabs, with hydraulic jacks. Following installation, the 
space between the bulkheads on both elements is still filled with water; the flexible gina profile fitted 
around the circumference of one of the two elements seals off this space watertight, so the space can 
be pumped empty. the water pressure on the bulkhead on the secondary side forces the elements 
together. after the immersion joint is pumped empty, the temporary ballast is replaced with definitive 
(concrete) ballast. 

after installing the foundation the longitudinal pretensioning becomes unnecessary, and is deactivated 
by cutting through the cables at the position of the segment joints. the joint between the elements 
(the immersion joint) can now also be completed, whereby in most cases a structural lateral force 
connection is created and a definitive watertight seal fitted. 

When the tunnel elements are immersed between two prefabricated transition structures, the placing of 
the final element requires some degree of longitudinal play. this distance is bridged with what is known 
as a closure joint. the closure joint is a short tunnel segment, poured in situ, that is built in a temporary 
work chamber once measures have been taken to maintain the longitudinal tension on the tunnel. 

3.2.3 Joints: immersion joints, segment joints and closure joint 
as previously described, an immersed tunnel can be built in segments or as a monolithic structure. 
In the case of a monolithic tunnel, there are no segment joints. In addition, there are a number of 
mainly older tunnels in the Netherlands, such as the Maastunnel and the First Coentunnel, which are 
produced as monolithic structures of their entire length, whereby the tunnels were cast continually 
over the immersion joints (rigid monolithic concrete joints). In this variant, the transfer of forces such 
as watertightness (which may or may not supported by a watertight membrane on the outside and/
or rubber joint strips) is regulated. For the latter tunnels, it is not relevant to monitor across the joints. 
the sections below are aimed at segmented tunnels or monolithic tunnels with immersion joints. any 
exceptions are not discussed.

the joints in an immersed tunnel allow deformations in specified directions, while maintaining 
watertightness, while deformations in other directions are prevented or limited. In these directions, 
forces are transmitted. together with the construction method, the functions watertightness, transfer 
of forces and expansion determine the design of the joints. 

Immersion joint
Immersion joints are the joints between the immersed tunnel elements. these are movable joints 
with rubber seals (for watertightness) that are capable of absorbing rotations as a result of settle-
ments, but whereby the settlement differences themselves are generally prevented by means of 
steel dowels in the floor or teeth in the walls. In the case of the moveable immersion joint, at the 
position of the joint, concentrated longitudinal deformation (δx) is possible, as are rotations around 
the horizontal or vertical lateral axis (ry, rz). the majority of characteristics of a segment joint also 
apply to the immersion joint.

Moveable immersion joints (FIGURE 3.1) are fitted with a double seal. Between the steel end frames of 
two adjacent immersion elements is the gina profile, a solid block of rubber, the task of which is in 
principle to provide a temporary water seal. When the space between the bulkheads is pumped empty, 
the gina profile is compressed until the normal (longitudinal) force in the joint profile is balanced with 
the water pressure. the permanent water seal is provided by means of the omega profile, which is 
pressed against the flange along the inner circumference of the end frames, with a clamping strip. the 
omega profile makes it possible to guarantee watertightness in the event of differential displacements 
(axial, vertical, lateral) of up to 5-10 cm. this is a broad indication based on design criteria, which will 
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of course also depend on the type of profile and water load. In practice, the gina profile has also been 
shown to provide watertightness during the use period, also for the older tunnels. It is uncommon for 
water to be discovered in the space between the omega profile and the gina profile.

along the circumference of the tunnel elements, the end frame covers around half the thickness of 
the walls, roof and floor - the remaining space is available for achieving the structural connection. as 
with the segment joint, in the past, this took the form of a collar joint. today, a toothed construction 
is created in the recess, which is very similar to the teeth in the segment joints (for further explanation 
see the section on segment joints).

an important difference between the immersion joint and the segment joint is that the immersion joint 
is elastically pretensioned, by the compressed gina profile. the stiffness of the gina profile is relatively 
low. If the segments become shorter as a result of shrinkage or temperature1, the contact force between 
the adjacent elements is reduced gradually and to a limited extent, unlike in the case of the segment 
joints where contact is lost and the contact force rapidly falls to zero. Due to ageing of the rubber, the 
pretensioning force does decline logarithmically, over the course of time, to approx. 50% after 100 years. 

More information about the detailing and types of immersion joints can be found in the report 
Maintenance of immersion joints (only in Dutch: Instandhouding zinkvoegen [2]). appendix D to 
this report also provides additional information about the monitoring of various tunnel elements, 
including segment joints and immersion joints.

Segment joint
In the case of segmented tunnels, the tunnel elements consist of segments separated by expansion 
joints. In a segment joint, as a rule longitudinal shifts (δx) are possible, as are rotations around the 
horizontal or vertical lateral axis (ry, rz). torsion and differential displacements in a horizontal and 
vertical direction are prevented. 

there are various possible types of segment joints. See FIGURE 3.2 for examples of the longitudinal 
cross-section/wall view of three types of segment joints. In the past, the segment joint was produced 
as a spigot and socket connection (‘collar’, first in FIGURE 3.2), with as the watertight seal a rubber metal 
joint strip in the outer half of the collar. this joint solution was used regularly in the Netherlands, but is 
unusual abroad. 

1 In the case of increased temperatures, the contact pressure can once again (temporarily) increase. There is also a relationship 
with the timing of the immersion and the backfilling/closure. This determines the starting point for the temperature cycle.

Figure 3.1 / Typical detail of immersion joint. (Source: Handboek Tunnelbouw [3])
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Since the 1990s, the collar joint has been replaced by a tooth joint (second in FIGURE 3.2). teeth in 
walls, floor and roof transmit the lateral forces and the torsion force. the teeth in the roof, floor and 
outer walls are located on the inner half of the circumference (concealed tooth, only visible on the 
inside). the rubber metal joint strip is located in the outer half. In this way, transfer of forces and 
watertightness can be better separated than with the collar, and the joint profile is not required to 
follow the tooth geometry. Because of its larger dimensions, the tooth joint is (far) stronger than the 
collar. In the light of transparent action of forces, the tooth joint is more logical than the collar joint: 
the lateral force is transmitted where the greatest shear stresses occur in the cross-section.

the Willemsspoortunnel railway tunnel, with its characteristic fishmouth joints, is a unique joint 
concept (third in FIGURE 3.2). Due to the 10:1 angle in the joint surface, every mm of joint opening 
results in vertical deformation capacity ten times as great. Once differential subsidence has occurred, 
there is no way back: the friction in the joint surface is too great to reclose the joint as normal force 
increases (see the note below for a further explanation). 

as regards the structural behaviour of the segment joint, the following characteristics apply:

• Interaction between the two segments takes place via concrete-to-concrete contact: when open (no 
contact), the stiffness is zero; because there is no further contact (vertical) deformations and rotations 
can occur on all axes until the joint surfaces once again make contact. When closed (contact around 
the entire circumference), the transfer of forces can be compared with that of a monolithic structure.

• the position of the centre of rotation depends on the ratio between rotation and normal force. With 
the joint fully closed, the ‘joint’ behaves torsionally stiff (neutral axis at the same location as the 
normal cross-section). If any gaping occurs, the rotational axis shifts to the circumference of the 
joint surface. at that moment, as well as normal force, torque is also transmitted. the rotations ry 
and rz are therefore unrestricted to a limited extent!

Note: the operating principle at the time was that the tunnel should be able to rotate or subside locally in a longi-

tudinal direction (in connection with potential future high-rise building with accompanying settlement curve). 

These options for movement can however only occur if some degree of freedom of moment is present at the 

location of the segment joints; seen from that perspective, no collar construction was permitted. The fishmouth 

joints were created in response; with a limited freedom of movement. After many years, however, it proved that 

the freedom of movement had become greater and was in fact too great. There appeared to be a risk of ‘snapping 

off’ the rubber-metal joint strips at the position of the external circumference. The probable cause was that the air 

travelling in the dividing walls (in which the fishmouths are located) had demonstrated greater shrinkage due to 

drying out than the thicker water-retaining outer circumference. Copying of this system is not recommended, or 

only when the joint profiles employed are geared to the bandwidth of possible deformations.

Closure joint
the closure joint is the ‘final section’ of tunnel that remains following the immersion of the last tunnel 
element, and represents the bridge between this final element and its predecessor or the transition 
structure. In that sense it is a special joint with a width of between 1 and sometimes as much as 3 m. 
the connection comes in several variants and, in the Netherlands, in combinations of solutions for 
immersion and segment joints, with different ways of achieving watertightness. this can be achieved 
by installing a wide rubber, which is clamped in the same way as the omega profiles. In an alternative 
solution, the closure joint is produced as a very short segment, with two expansion joints to the tunnel 

Figure 3.2 / Longitudinal cross-section/wall view of a collar joint, tooth joint and fishmouth joint. (Source: Handboek Tunnelbouw [3])
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elements (‘double segment joint’). there are also examples of closure joints that form a monolithic 
joint between two tunnel elements, in other words without the possibility of expansion. In a variant 
of this type, both ends are extended, with a single expansion joint with a rubber-metal joint strip. 
Contrary to standard immersion joints, closure joints have no second seal (gina profile) unless the 
formwork remains in place all-round.

an important aspect of the closure joint is the (temporary) absorption of the normal force from water 
pressure, for example by inserting (concrete) wedges between the tunnel ends. after completing 
the closure joint, the wedges are removed, without the normal force being absorbed by the concrete 
structure or by any other force-transmitting elements in the joint. 

3.2.4 Foundation
In most situations, the foundation of an immersed tunnel consists of a sand bed or gravel bed. Other 
possibilities are a foundation on piles, or a grouted foundation. 

the underflow bed and the gravel bed are both produced between the prepared immersion trench 
and the underside of the tunnel element. One major difference between the two methods is that the 
gravel bed is installed prior to immersion, and the tunnel elements are lowered directly onto the gravel 
bed, consisting of a series of gravel ridges in the immersion trench, carefully laid to a specified height. 
a sand bed, on the other hand, is installed following the immersion of the tunnel elements, whereby 
the tunnel elements are temporarily placed on a foundation of hydraulic jacks. the space between 
the underside of the tunnel floor and the bed of the immersion trench is injected (‘underflowed’) with 
a sand and water mixture, through openings in the floor, and once the space is filled, the jacks are 
withdrawn and the element rests on the sand bed. this process results in a moderately compacted 
sand layer. Until the early 1970s, the sand bed was achieved by injecting a sand and water mixture 
next to and below the tunnel through pipes that ran around the outside. this method is known as 
‘underflowing’.

two important aspects of the foundation are its evenness and stability. the evenness is influenced by 
the variation in geometry (thickness) or quality (degree of compaction). the thickness can vary, both 
due to the tolerances in the dredging process and scouring or silt inclusion in the immersion trench. the 
quality of the foundation material itself will demonstrate greater variation in an underflow bed than in a 
gravel bed, because the result of the underflowing is heavily influenced by difficult-to-manage process 
parameters, while the quality of the gravel bed can still be checked before the tunnel is immersed. 

Following immersion of the elements, residual settlements can be expected in the case of an underflow 
bed and (to a lesser extent) the gravel bed, although residual settlement can still occur, from the 
underground in both methods. the underflow bed is so moderately compacted that vibrations or the 
shifting of the tunnel segments can result in subsequent compaction and hence settlements. the 
degree of settlement will depend on the thickness of the layer to be compacted (which varies along the 
length of the tunnel). 

One important point for attention is that as a rule, tunnels demonstrate limited ground contact 
pressure (in the final phase at least 5 kN/m²), and as a consequence relatively little resistance to 
shifting. Following immersion and underflowing, the immersion trench is backfilled, producing a 
lateral foundation for the tunnel, too. 

Note: because of the limited ground contact pressure, it is important during backfilling to keep any level differences 

on both sides of the tunnel small, in order to prevent sideways displacements.

In the case of a pile foundation, tolerances in the height achieved have a major influence on the 
evenness of the support. this can be successfully compensated for, for example through grout injection 
or adjustable pile heads. after immersion of the elements onto the pile foundation, only limited residual 
settlement is expected. taking the Zeeburgertunnel as an example, a tunnel on piles can suffer 
horizontal lateral displacements because only slim piles were used, which can easily bend in a silt-rich 
underground environment. Permanent careful monitoring is therefore essential.
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3.2.5 Loads
Immersed tunnels are for the most part subject to loads of an assumed permanent character, namely 
the intrinsic weight and the weight of the ballast concrete, the new upward water pressure and the 
ground cover/backfilling material (of variable thickness). In a tidal area, the water pressure can vary 
(see note below); whether this also results in a variable upward force depends on the speed with 
which the change in hydraulic head is transferred to the deeper layers. evident variable loads are the 
temperature variations (the annual cycle, and to a lesser extent the daily variation) and traffic loads 
(including dynamic load and vibrations). Disaster loads are shipping-related loads (vessel sunk on or 
next to the tunnel, dragging anchor or falling anchor), explosions and a flooded tunnel.

the water pressure not only results in upward force, but is also the cause of normal force in the event 
of a tunnel tensioned between transition structures or ramps. 

Note: the Vlaketunnel is known to move up and down cyclically approximately 1 cm as a consequence of tidal 

movement. To date, this has been without any specific negative consequences. As long as no plastic behaviour 

occurs (also not in the underflow layer), there is no hysteresis and hence no irreversible permanent effect. As far as 

known, this tunnel is subject to the greatest tidal action of all Dutch tunnels. On this basis, it could be concluded 

that tidal action has no permanent negative significant consequences! This is a possible subject for further study.

3.3 Structural behaviour
Because project-specific circumstances can vary widely, it is not possible to refer to the structural 
behaviour of immersed tunnels. a number of different components of structural behaviour can 
however be distinguished. In the sections below, structural behaviour of tunnels on a foundation of 
steel (sand or gravel bed) are described.

3.3.1 Longitudinal action of forces (vertical): member or chain?
as a rule, when in use, an immersed tunnel is laid in a backfilled immersion trench or in a mound, 
more or less unequally supported and subject to more or less unequal loads. Depending on the 
pretensioning as a consequence of the enclosed water pressure, the conduction and the detailing of 
the segment and immersion joints, the behaviour of the tunnel is more or less stiff. 

the bending stiffness is between two extremes: the concrete beam with tubular cross-section 
(bending member on elastic bedding) and the chain. In the past, models were often used based on the 
chain principle with hinge connections between the segments combined with relatively conservative 
bedding scenarios with abrupt transitions at the point of the joints. In a practical manner, a somewhat 
favourable assumption (chain) was compensated for by the conversative laying conditions (such as 
changing bedding scenarios according to the design guidelines for civil-engineering structures, the 
Dutch Richtlijnen ontwerp kunstwerken, ROK). these models were subsequently refined with an 
accurate reproduction of the deformation capacity and geometry of the joints. this takes account of 
the enclosed normal force, placement between relatively rigid transition structures and the possible 
influence of the (lower) stiffness of the intervening gina profiles in the immersion joints. On this basis, 
the segmented structure acquires a certain bending stiffness. 

Note: it should also be noted that if a shrinkage space occurs in the joints as a result of temperature, the bending 

stiffness of the segmented structure is once again reduced. 

Irregular settlements are accompanied by rotations of the segments. Due to the eccentric nature of 
the contact point, the segments are forced apart, thereby mobilising contradictory shear stresses 
along the walls and the underside. If the accompanying extension due to friction or enclosure is 
limited, the tunnel becomes tensioned. the line of force, which originally ran through the neutral 
line of the tubular cross-section, now links the contact zones in floor and roof (see FIGURE 3.3). In the 
case of a zone with low foundation stiffness, or subjected to locally higher loads and with sufficient 
resistance in a longitudinal direction, to a certain extent, a pressure curve can develop, which limits 
the settlements, but which in reverse generates higher internal forces in the tunnel considered as a 
segmented member. 
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3.3.2 Stiffness, deformation and transfer of forces
the effective stiffness of the tunnel is therefore not only a function of the material stiffness and the 
dimensions (cross-section and segment length) but also of the vertical foundation stiffness, the 
longitudinal stiffness of the enclosing structures, the stiffness of the gina profiles (subject to time-
dependent behaviour) and the friction that can be mobilised along the bottom and walls. 

If the tunnel demonstrates relatively high longitudinal stiffness, few deformation differences are 
expected; on the other hand, great(er) forces can occur between the segments (in particular in the 
event of major differences in the stiffness of the foundation or the load from above). In extreme 
cases, these forces can lead to cracking or local failure. Relatively slack longitudinal behaviour by the 
tunnel becomes visible in major vertical displacements that occur with relative irregularity, while the 
internal forces in the member remain limited. In extreme cases, the deformation capacity of the joint 
profiles can be exceeded, or as a consequence of severe rotations in the teeth, high prying forces or 
contact forces can occur, which can still result in cracking or local failure. 

3.3.3 Temperature effect
as described above, the structural behaviour in a longitudinal direction influences the settlement 
behaviour via the normal force, and vice versa. In this way, temperature fluctuations become 
noticeable in the settlements. In the winter, the segments shorten thereby reducing the normal 
force, in extreme cases to 0 kN if the pressure contact between the segments is lost. the pressure 
curve loses effectiveness, and the segments have room to settle irregularly. In the summer, the 
tunnel once again comes under tension and the more settled segments once again (partially) rise. 
the transfer of forces and stiffness of the tunnel as a whole is therefore also subject to fluctuations.

the extent to which the segment joints open in the winter is not the same for all joints. Due to the 
normal force in the gina profiles, the segments at the start and finish of the immersion elements are 
forced against the adjacent segments. If these segments shorten, the normal force in the segment 
joints falls rapidly, while the elastic gina profiles remain more or less tensioned. In addition, the 
tunnel is not able to move entirely freely because of the surrounding soil. In the deformation 
behaviour and interplay of forces, friction forces also play a role, generated between the tunnel 
circumference and the surrounding soil. Longitudinal movement (shortening/lengthening) can 
develop longitudinal shear stresses against the walls and the floor. If the shear strength is exceeded, 
the segment shifts towards the adjacent segment, so that normal force remains present in the 
segment joint. In summary, it can be concluded that the summer-winter cycle results in variable 
joint openings in the middle of an immersion element, and to the backward and forward shifting 
of the segments that are adjacent to an immersion joint. For the sake of completeness, the major 
difference between this and monolithic immersion elements or immersion elements with permanent 
longitudinal pretensioning must be pointed out; in these examples, all expansion and shrinkage 
must be absorbed in the immersion joints.

Figure 3.3 / Occurrence of pressure curve in an immersed tunnel section. (Source: Handboek Tunnelbouw [3])
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3.3.4 Lateral member behaviour
Broadly speaking, the same applies to lateral displacements as to longitudinal. Because the tunnel 
width is greater than the height, the lateral stiffness is effectively greater than the vertical bending 
stiffness. Due to the minimal imbalance in the loads against the walls, lateral displacements are 
generally negligible. 

One exception is the Zeeburgertunnel which is mounted on a foundation of relatively weak piles, 
where following backfilling from just one side with heavy material, lateral displacements have 
occurred. 

3.3.5 Longitudinal forces (horizontal)
With a view to (deformation) monitoring, lateral forces/member action is less important than 
longitudinal. the bending/deflection of the roof and walls under soil and water pressure is in the 
order of magnitude of millimetres to several centimetres. the normal development of these 
deformations over time is of an order smaller than the variation in displacements as a result of 
member effect. a laterally asymmetric top load or foundation stiffness can lead to the twisting of the 
tunnel, which is accompanied by increased transfer of forces in teeth or collar. If the loads against 
the walls are not balanced, the tunnel cross-section can become misaligned.

3.4 Failure mechanisms
In the context of this strategy, ‘failure’ refer to loss of function. Described at the highest level, the 
function of an immersed tunnel is to provide safe passage to road or rail traffic. Underlying func-
tions are conducting traffic, bearing loads and forming a barrier to water. the failure mechanisms 
for these functions are described in the following sections from the point of view of deformation 
monitoring.

3.4.1 Conducting traffic
For the function ‘conduction’, loss of function occurs when the clearance gauge of the tunnel 
structure the profile can no longer be guaranteed due to deformations or when the road surface 
can no longer be safely used due to excessive leakage. another possibility is that the road surface 
becomes so irregular that road safety or driving comfort is threatened. abrupt displacement 
differences can only occur if no effective lateral force connection is available/possible as is the case 
in the absence of a tooth or collar joint or in joints which have been given this deformation possibility 
according to the design (such as the fishmouth joints in the Willemsspoortunnel rail tunnel). 

Perceptible effects relating to this loss of function:

• Major displacement differences across the joints. 

• Settlements with considerable variation along the tunnel axis.

• (excessive) leaking.

3.4.2 Bearing of loads
the loss of the function ‘load bearing’ not only occurs if ground and water pressures can no longer 
be borne by the structure (primary action of forces), but also if deformations of the tunnel result in 
(local) failure of links in the transfer of forces (secondary flow of forces). the latter can result in a 
combination of ‘load bearing and conduction’ or ‘load bearing and water barrier’.

Primary action of forces
Insufficient load-bearing capacity in the cross-section may be the consequence of increased load 
(from above), strength degradation as a consequence of deterioration, impact due to a disaster such 
as explosion, sunk ship, falling anchors or fire and/or more unfavourable underground variation 
than foreseen in the design. 
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Whether the approaching loss of function can be identified with deformation monitoring depends on the 
decisive transfer of forces. If the bending strength is exceeded, the reinforcement becomes fluid, and the 
deflection increases; the increased deformations and crack widths in the field materials are an indication 
of approaching loss of function. Due to the presence of fire-resistant coating and ballast concrete, this 
evidence cannot be seen; this applies all the more to zones in which cracking (can) occur on the outside. 
however, as a rule bending usually comes with a high failure margin, all the more so because of the 
serviceability limit state2 criteria (crack width and steel tension) and because of their static undetermined 
character (possibility of redistribution). this is far less the case with lateral force. Lateral force (alone or in 
combination with torsion) reveals a more brittle mechanism. this then becomes relevant, in particular in 
tunnels designed according to the favourable lateral forces rules pre-1974, without lateral force reinforce-
ment. Due to the lack of advance computer models, use was made of simpler upper limit approaches, in 
which uncertainties/phenomena were included in the analysis. Failure due to lateral force will rarely if ever 
be pre-announced by deformations. On the other hand, the lateral force strength of these old tunnels is not 
reliant on reinforcement, such that deterioration of reinforcement will play a lesser role. What is important 
is the concrete strength which, generally speaking, has in fact increased since the moment of construction. 

the ‘alignment’ of the cross-section is another form of primary action of forces. In two opposing corners, 
the clamping torques increase, and in the two other corners decrease. the related damage occurs on the 
outside, and is therefore not observable. Sideways deformations (δy) of the roof as compared to the floor are 
an indication of this mechanism.

Secondary action of forces
the effective load on the cross-section can also increase locally due to interaction between lateral and 
longitudinal behaviour. a number of examples:

• Increased local ground pressure against the floor as a result of the arching of the tunnel, which in turn is 
a consequence of local settlements. this phenomenon was not always recognised in the past (based on 
the principle of the chain on the bottom). 

• Lateral force transmission via a collar joint. With low local foundation stiffness or high top load in 
combination with arching, these lateral forces can increase considerably. In the calculations, a relatively 
conservative approach is maintained, in calculating the variation in the beddings. Nonetheless, the 
traditional collar joint is in fact less suitable for this transfer of forces (after all, the longitudinal action of 
forces travels via the walls). 

• Prying and dragging forces in the collar joint in the event of joint rotation (see [7]). Due to the minimal 
deformation capacity of the collar detail, this action of forces can result in damage. 

• In the event of continuous tensioning of the tunnel in a longitudinal direction due to the combination 
of unequal settlements and temperature cycles. as a result of joint rotations, the contact point is only in 
the floor or roof: the tensioning forces can result locally in high contact pressures, with a risk of damage.

examples from practice have shown that damage to the collar construction has to date remained limited.

Detectable deformations relating directly to the loss of the function ‘load-bearing’ are: 

• Bending/deflection (and cracking) in roof or walls.

• Vertical or horizontal (two directions) displacement differences across joints.

• Sideways displacement differences between roof and floor.

3.4.3 Water barrier
 the loss of the water barrier function occurs if:

• the rubber joint profiles crack or are pulled out of their clamping construction (difficult to manage, 
but there are no known examples).

• Water-bearing cracks occur in the concrete (reasonably to well manageable).

• Backflow occurs: a leakage passage behind the immersion joint frame or due to poorly sealed concrete 
around the rubber-metal joint strip (reasonably to well manageable).

2 In Dutch: bruikbaarheidsgrenstoestand, BGT
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the last-mentioned cases are the most common, and are in fact present in the structure from the 
moment of building, but have no relationship to the deformations in the use phase (although defor-
mations can certainly worsen the situation) and are therefore not further considered in this strategy.

Specific to segment joints (and sometimes closure joints)
In principle, joint rubbers have plenty of stretch capacity, whereby ageing due to the conditions (damp 
and darkness) plays little role. the time-dependent properties of rubber (relaxation) can result in 
an additional safety margin (tension falls due to relaxation). however, the detailing around the joint 
rubber also plays an important role in the available capacity. the stretching capacity can in theory be 
exceeded in the case of an excessively wide joint opening (as a result of extension or rotation in the 
joint). however, examples are known whereby the stretching capacity of the rubber profile proves 
extremely high, given the correct detailing. In the case of large differential displacements perpendicular 
to the profile in combination with limited axial joint space, the rubber-metal joint strip can as it were 
be ‘cut through’ by the sharp concrete edges. For the majority of rubber-metal joint strips, at the 
location of the joint transition, extra movement space is created with extra-thick foam (see FIGURE 3.4), 
but with a fully closed joint or poor detailing, damage can in fact occur following a minor additional 
displacement (on top of the thick foam) of approximately 2 cm. 

Specific for immersion joints (and sometimes also closure joints/omega profile)
the omega profile is highly resistant to joint opening, but can fold in the case of excessive vertical or 
lateral differential displacement. examples from practice have shown that this occurs regularly, but 
has rarely led to damage. as the joint opens, the omega profile absorbs the deformation by stretching –
the curvature in the omega profile is reduced (increased radius), which in the face of unchanged water 
pressure leads to an increase in the tensile stress in the rubber. In the event of folding, the effective 
curvature also reduces. Due to the high tensile stress, the profile can be ripped out of the clamping 
strip or can tear (however, no examples of this situation are known). an unusual case of threatened 
loss of watertightness occurred on the Rotterdam metro tunnel, where the gina profile was forced 
inwards by cyclic movements in the joint (sand pump effect) and pushed against the attachment 
of the omega profile. the cause was not attributable to the material of the gina profile, but to a less 
common detailing of the clamp construction of the omega profile, directly onto the concrete, and not 
the more commonly used cast steel profile (so-called immersion joint frame).

Water-bearing cracks in the concrete can also occur if the collar demonstrates continuous cracking 
due to overload (see above under ‘load bearing’) and results in a leakage passage for water, and in 
exceptional cases also for soil (the Kiltunnel). 

Observable deformations relating to the loss of water barrier function are:

• Large joint openings (x) or vertical/horizontal differential displacements (y, z) across joints.

• Joint rotations (ry, rz).

Figure 3.4 / Rubber-metal joint strip. (Source: Handboek Tunnelbouw [3])
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3.4.4 Detailing
Whether differential deformation is possible at all, or can result in damage depends to a large extent 
on the detailing. If the joint surfaces of a collar joint are coated with several millimeters of detachment 
material, there is already some capacity for deformation.

Requirements were imposed on the construction tolerances for the teeth of the Second Coentunnel, 
which mean that the teeth are built ‘to release’: the horizontal surfaces are positioned at a low angle 
to one another, so that an open joint or joint rotation does not result in prying forces. In addition, joint 
concepts are used in which the transfer of forces between the teeth is regulated by add-on blocks or 
asphalt bitumen strips (approximately 1 cm thick); this creates space (1-2 cm) at the contact surfaces, 
so that rotation does not result in prying forces. 

the fishmouth joints of the Willemsspoortunnel (not known to be  used in any other tunnel) restrict 
the vertical differential displacements only if the joints are fully closed; even if the joint is only slightly 
open, considerable differential displacements are possible. Due to the shallow angle of the fishmouth 
(1:10 vertical), once a subsidence has taken place, the joint can no longer be forced closed – the tunnel 
comes under tension. the occurrence of subsidence represents a risk to the rubber-metal joint strips 
(see previous section).

3.4.5 Simulations
Certain forms of failure only become apparent as a result of deformations: in other words, once they 
have already occurred. the direct value of monitoring data, and in particular the preventive value, is 
then minimal. By combining measured deformations with model simulations, it is possible to indirectly 
gain an insight into the action of forces preceding a possible failure, which also makes it possible to 
validate and improve models (reducing the bandwidths of individual model parameters). Increased 
ground pressure against the floor due to curvature across a weak point in the foundation is a good 
example. the increased ground pressure cannot be measured, but the arching can be derived from an 
analysis of the relationship between the development of vertical displacements and joint movements.

3.5 Monitoring parameters
acquiring sufficient insight to identify approaching loss of function in good time requires more 
than just deformation monitoring. to obtain a clear picture of the status of a tunnel, the analysis of 
deformation data should also include damage reports and process and environmental parameters. 
the summary below distinguishes between ‘essential’ and ‘useful to know’.

Deformation data (FIGURE 3.5)
• essential deformation monitoring:

 – δx, δy and δz displacements of points on both sides of each joint, in both outer walls, halfway up

Note: these data record the vertical and horizontal deformation of the tunnel, and provide information about 

joint rotations and joint opening.

• Useful to know:

 – Joint opening (δx) of every joint, in both outer walls, as high and low as possible. 

 – δx, δy and δz displacements of points on both sides of each joint, in the roof, in the middle of the 
tunnel width. these data make it possible to enhance the δx, δy and δz data by distinguishing 
between torsion and alignment.

 – Bending of the roof3 (will not be practically possible in all tunnels).

Note: in this text, force transmission or deformation are designated by the symbol δx (longitudinal), δy (lateral) and 

δz (vertical). Torques and rotations are designated by the symbol rx (around the x-axis), ry and rz.

3 It is expected that the bending of the roof and possible alignment of the cross-section can be measured using a 3D scan of the 
structure, possible from a vehicle.
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Points for attention in respect of deformation monitoring:
If the deformations are measured manually or during shutdown times, the measuring frequency is 
the result of a cost-benefit analysis. a measuring interval of one or several years is possibly sufficient 
to monitor prolonged phenomena, but provides little information about potential locations requiring 
attention. Prior to the preparation of a monitoring plan, these locations need to be mapped out by 
means of inspections (existing tunnels) or on the basis of the monitoring/events during the imple-
mentation of supervision reports (new tunnels). Based on the subjects of study (e.g. potential failure 
mechanisms), the monitoring plan should also include measuring intervals/measuring frequencies.

a more intensive measuring campaign involving monthly measurements throughout the year provides 
an insight into the influence of annual temperature variation and identifies potential weak spots, 
because these spots demonstrate more vertical movement than the surrounding segments under 
the influence of increasing and decreasing normal forces. For a large number of tunnels that do not 
(any longer) move so much (aside from the regular seasonal or tidal influences), conducting monthly 
measurements will only make a limited contribution to risk mitigation. automated measuring 
methods enable monitoring at higher frequencies. In all cases it is essential that the measurement 
data be accessed in a uniform manner. 

Damage information
Damage information relevant for the interpretation of deformation data:

• the development of cracks in roof and walls (installed fire-resistant panelling or wall covering can 
form an obstacle to identifying such cracking).

• the development of visible leaks, including the influence of the summer-winter cycle.

• traces of corrosion and covering pushed out of placed.

• Crumbling of concrete edges (e.g. inside of collar constructions or around teeth).

Figure 3.5 / Monitoring parameters.
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Process and environmental parameters
Relevant parameters from the environment and the technical installations:

• temperature in the tunnel (essential) but also outdoor temperature (air and water) or temperature 
of the concrete structure itself (useful to know).

• Pump flows (essential) and the proportion from precipitation (useful to know).

• the difference between the two originates from a leak.

• Water levels and hydraulic heads in deeper layers (useful to know).

• Development of bathymetric (essential). Provides an insight into the development of loads on the 
tunnel and the possibility of deviation from the design load.

• Variation in foundation stiffness (e.g. MaSW, useful to know).

Note in respect of measuring leaks: integrated flow meters appear to be the best option. The availability of knowl-

edge about the pump operating hours is also desirable. See also the National asset dashboard from Rijkswaterstaat 

(currently only accessible through their intranet). The monitoring of flows and operating hours can complement 

each other. Not all tunnels operated by Rijkswaterstaat are equipped with flow meters. Recommendation: in the 

event of renovation or replacement of the pumps, at least consider installing flow meters.
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4 Monitoring 4

4.1 General
this chapter discusses the principle of monitoring, and provides an overview of the various systems 
available for monitoring the behaviour of the tunnel and conducting a structural health analysis 
(Sha). a number of terms are also explained in this chapter.

It is important to have good reference data available from the construction phase. For this reason, 
a distinction is made between monitoring new-build tunnels and existing tunnels, also focused on 
specific problems.

as stated previously, the current focus is on the Future proof tunnels research programme; the task 
of the tunnel manager will be discussed in a future version of the strategy. 

4.1.1 Difference between traditional and modern monitoring
Traditional monitoring (using measuring bolts)
the installation of measuring bolts in the structure is a tried and tested manual method of 
determining the settlement of a tunnel element using precision levelling. the subsidence speed 
is the result of a combination of multiple measurement series. Possible other (environmental) 
effects such as the temperature are generally not automatically measured, but can be added to 
the measuring programme.

Practice has revealed that measuring bolts generate valuable results, but that only a limited 
measuring frequency is possible, because they have to be measured manually, which requires the 
tunnel to be closed. Other points for attention, in particular focused on the implementation of the 
system, are the limited number of measurement locations and the limited reliability of the ‘fixed’ 
reference point.

In the case of minimal settlements, the limited measuring accuracy of the conducted measure-
ments can play a role, and can result in lack of clarity in interpretation (this only becomes relevant 
in the case of a scientific study / it is not a problem for tunnel management). Moreover, due to the 
low measuring frequency, it is not possible to determine the effect of (environmental) influences 
on the behaviour of the tunnel. examples are variations in temperature, the influence of seasons 
and tidal effects.

It is recommended that a system of measuring bolts always be installed and maintained in tunnels, 
even if other more modern monitoring systems are also used. On the one hand, the measuring 
bolts are essential at the start of the monitoring in order to determine the baseline situation. On the 
other hand, measuring bolts can be used to verify the modern measuring systems employed, or as a 
backup in the case of prolonged disruption.

Note: the baseline situation for each tunnel will have to be determined in order to conduct a subsequent SHA 

(this is beyond the scope of this strategy). The way in which this baseline situation can accurately be determined 

depends on the information available from the past. It is possible that the baseline situation will have to 

be determined from a combination of actual measurement data and estimates (plus bandwidth) for those 

elements for which no measurements are available / phases in which measurements were not conducted. 

To determine the baseline situation, it is essential that information be included from the various stages in the 

immersion process; setting height, initial settlement during mobilisation of the foundation bed, etc. - at least 

up to the moment that the measuring bolts were installed and are operational. Here, too, if this data is not 

available, estimates based on experience and expert judgement can offer a solution, so that in the SHA these 

effects can at least be taken into account in a somewhat realistic manner. It is of course far preferable to retrieve 

the information directly from measurements during execution (see also CHAPTER 5).

Figuur 4 / Monitoring parameters.
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Modern monitoring systems
Over the past few years, many new monitoring systems have been developed which can offer certain 
advantages as compared with the conventional approach to manual monitoring. the modern systems 
offer the possibility of measuring more frequently or even continuously. the battery systems have 
a working life of at least 5 to 10 years, depending on the measuring frequency and the sensor type. 
Cabled systems have a working life of at least 10 years. By linking the monitoring systems for example 
to weather conditions and tidal movements, the structural behaviour of the tunnel elements can be 
better mapped out, over time, see FIGURE 4.1.

It is not the case that a single specific measuring or sensor system defines the acquisition of the correct 
and broad information necessary for achieving the best possible picture of the structural condition of 
the tunnel, on the basis of an Sha. Specifically a combination of different systems and other information 
sources (e.g. inspection reports) will contribute to better knowledge in the field of deformations and 
can provide information for new designs and efficient maintenance.

In selecting a monitoring system, it is always important to consider the value and necessity. More 
extensive modern automatic measuring systems that enable the gathering of large volumes of data in a 
tunnel that barely moves and experiences no civil engineering problems is not an obvious choice; in such 
a case the traditional simple measuring systems with a relatively low measuring frequency are perfectly 
sufficient. however, specifically in those cases in which the tunnel demonstrates pronounced behaviour 
or if there is a need to gain a greater insight into specific behaviour on the basis of scientific research, the 
modern measuring systems with the possibility of gathering more data, are a far better option. 

4.1.2 Absolute vs. relative measurements
there is a clear distinction between absolute and relative measurements. absolute measurements are 
measurements in respect of a fixed point, the coordinates of which are known (for example a height in 
relation to the amsterdam Ordnance Datum, NaP). It is important to always clearly specify in respect 
of which fixed point the measurements are to be conducted. Preferably this point should be located 
outside the tunnel (source: the Dutch Rijksdriehoekscoördinatenstelsel), but possibly also at the site of 
an access ramp with pile foundation (in this case, account must be taken of the fact that access ramps 
can also be subject to some movement, for example as a consequence of variation in groundwater 
levels). In the case of multiple measuring systems, it is also possible to reproduce deviations in for 
example millimetres, from this ‘fixed’ reference point. It is recommended to investigate to what extent 
a ‘fixed’ reference point can indeed be viewed as fixed. Relative measurements are measurements 
conducted in the tunnel itself, and not related to a fixed point. 

Figure 4.1 / Example of deformation behaviour of quay wall due to tidal effect. The second line from the top is the behaviour of 
the quay wall and the tidal movement is shown in the bottom line. This figure shows that the quay wall tilts in line with the tidal 
movement. (Source: Fugro)
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For both absolute and relative measurements it is important that measurement series be 
continuous over time. By imposing requirements on the exchangeability of sensors in the event 
of a defect, these must be suitable for seamless inclusion in the measurement series, so that the 
series can continue ‘undisrupted’. Modern systems can solve this problem using software. It is 
also important that the various monitoring systems in the tunnel also make use of the same time 
reference (summer time/winter time, leap years, etc. )this situation can also be compensated for 
using UtC time standard.

4.1.3 Measuring frequency (modern measuring systems)
as regards the measuring frequency, given today’s measuring systems, there are few restrictions 
(take care when using battery-powered sensors), and the measuring frequency will above all be 
determined by what has to be monitored and the required frequency. the frequencies can range from 
once every so many years through to perhaps hundred times a second. It is important that as much 
uniform measurement data be acquired as possible. It is for example clear that temperature and tide 
can influence the cyclic behaviour of a tunnel. For this reason alone, it is worth considering installing 
monitoring systems that measure continuously (at least once per hour) and at the very least over a 
period that is long enough to generate a picture of the behaviour.

Continuous monitoring need not necessarily result in higher direct costs, but it is important to realise 
that the processing and interpretation of the data will result in additional work and hence costs. 
Measurements are registered during the daily use of the tunnel. In other words, no tunnel closures 
are needed to carry out the measurements, but tunnels may have to be closed in the event of damage 
or disruptions. Measuring systems do not have to be reinstalled, every time. another advantage is 
that possible changes can be identified at an early stage and, if necessary, timely interventions can 
be carried out (possibly on the basis of a predefined limit value). Moreover, measuring series are not 
interrupted and the risk of measuring errors is limited.

4.1.4 Monitoring in new-build and existing tunnels
New-build tunnels
In the ideal situation, monitoring should be started at the moment of construction of a tunnel. 
the recording of this baseline situation is the basis for sound and efficient tunnel management. It 
is therefore also important that information from the construction phase be passed on to the use 
phase (see also CHAPTER 5). It is worth realising that during the construction of the tunnel, other 
measuring systems will be used, in a different way. the construction of the tunnel is after all a 
gradual process, whereby the tunnel will only be fully physically present at the end of the process. 
the transfer of the information/measurement data from the construction period to the use period 
has proved a real challenge in many (tunnel) projects, that deserves additional attention (see also 
note to SECTION 4.1.1). 

It is essential that as much information as possible be gathered about the behaviour of the tunnel 
segments, the immersion joints and the tunnel as a whole. after the baseline situation has been 
determined using information from the construction period, an extensive measuring system 
can then be installed for a predetermined period (for example 1 to 2 years), or the measuring 
frequency can be increased in order to generate the clearest possible picture of settlements, 
rotations and deformations in the immersion joints. Once a greater insight has been obtained of 
the deformation behaviour of the tunnel, it becomes clear which parameters have to be measured 
for even longer. In this way, it can be possible to remove part of the monitoring system, thereby 
transitioning to a basic measuring system. In this way, the measuring series can be continued, 
from the baseline point.

Existing tunnels
It is noted that over time, multiple tunnels have subsided further than was predicted in the design. 
Certain tunnels suffer problems as a result of the settlements, rotations or twisting of tunnel 
elements, that have occurred. the causes are not always clear. there are a large number of existing 
tunnels in the Netherlands that will have to be renovated over the coming years. acquiring a better 
insight into the deformation behaviour of the tunnel will provide valuable input for the renovation 
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programme, as well as being valuable for more efficient maintenance following the renovation work. 
as well as a basic monitoring system that is recommended for existing tunnels, this document also 
describes which special measuring techniques can be used for specific problems.

4.2 Monitoring systems
4.2.1 Introduction

Depending on the measuring requirement and the accompanying and necessary accuracy and 
measuring frequency, a monitoring plan can be drawn up. One or (a combination of) multiple 
monitoring systems can be used. For the monitoring of the behaviour of an (immersed) tunnel, the 
following systems are available:

• Displacements/rotations:

 – traditional measuring bolts (manual measurements in x, y and z).

 – Robotic total stations in combination with prisms (measurements in x, y and z), for example 
during repairs/renovations and if the situation changes such as dredging.

 – Continuous x, y and z measurements (with new techniques based on high resolution camera 
systems).

 – tilt sensors.

 – Liquid level systems.

• Stretch/joint movements:

 – Optic fibre monitoring.

 – 2D/3D joint meters.

 – Deformation measuring systems installed in the joints.

• Inspection and inspection systems:

 – Camera images.

 – Immersion joint inspections.

the above listed monitoring systems are described briefly in the next few sections.

4.2.2 Measuring bolts
the installation of measuring bolts in the structure is a tried and tested method of determining 
the subsidence of a tunnel element using precision levelling. this is achieved by measuring in the 
measuring bolts using a (precision) levelling instrument, and a calibrated temperature-insensitive 
staff. this method makes it possible to determine the movement of these fixed measurement points. 
the measurement points are attached shrink-free to the structure and can be measured in at a 
high degree of precision in respect of a ‘fixed’ reference point. It is essential to regularly monitor the 
condition of the measuring bolts (for example for damage) so that the quality of the measurements 
maintains as accurately as possible. 

Repeat measurements provide information about possible trends in the deformation of the tunnel 
construction (with precise positioning) over a specified measuring period, and can be converted 
into a subsidence speed per year. In the case of multiple measurements at a single measurement 
point, as well as maximum subsidence per year, the subsidence over time can often be reproduced 
in graphic form. It is thereby important that the conditions (e.g. temperatures) be known, so 
that corrections can be carried out as necessary. to determine whether the tunnel elements are 
subsiding (un)evenly, or are even twisting, measuring bolts are attached on both sides of the 
tunnel tube (preferably as far apart as possible, for example against the outside walls) and today, 
measurements are conducted in x, y and z.
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the measurements must be conducted by experienced surveyors during a shutdown (e.g. without 
any traffic in the tunnel to be measured). the frequency of the measurements is generally low (once a 
year or once every few years). the z-measurement is often conducted as a precision levelling, so that a 
measuring accuracy of +/- 1 mm can be achieved. the measuring accuracy of the x and y-measurements 
(using a tachymeter) is less accurate.

Note: when installing measuring bolts, accessibility should be taken into account and anticipated for. For example 

the coating of walls and the roof in fire-resistant coating will call for a tailor-made approach in the framework of 

installing and keeping the bolts measurable.

4.2.3 Robotic total station
a robotic total stations (RtS) is a fully automatic tachymeter (FIGURE 4.2 left). at as specified interval 
they measure all prisms installed within the range of the RtS. the prisms were developed to enable 
remote measuring by an RtS on the basis of electronic distance measurement (eDM). the distance 
is measured by using electromagnetic waves that are reflected by the prism. there are many 
different types of prism available, and the choice of type depends on the distance to be measured 
and the desired accuracy. the most standard is the round prism (FIGURE 4.2 right). the prisms are 
mounted using a magnetic or click system on a bracket itself mounted on the tunnel wall. Permanently 
installed prisms will become fouled by dust and dirt. Once the prisms become visibly fouled, they 
must be cleaned. the RtS itself is mounted in a stable position, using a console. It is vital that the 
console be installed outside the gauge of the tunnel tube. this can represent a problem in many 
tunnels. an RtS is equipped with a standalone data logger and a modem, and requires 230 VaC 
power supply to function. 

RtS systems are tried and tested and can be used for intensive monitoring assignments whereby a 
large number of measurement points can be measured accurately and in (near) real time, for example 
during critical renovations. 

the x, y and z coordinates of each prism are determined with high precision (in a local system). 
Displacements are converted into relative displacements (in mm) in x, y and z-direction, and 
presented in tables and graphs, whereby the alarm values determined on the basis of an Sha can also 
be displayed. By linking the RtS to fixed measurement points, the measurement values can also be 
presented as absolute results. Multiple RtS systems are needed in a single tunnel, making them a 
relatively costly system. the measurement data are transmitted to a server, for further processing. the 
results from individual RtS systems can all be combined, by having multiple RtS systems measured by 
individual prisms. 

Figure 4.2 / Left the robotic total station and right the prism. (Source: Fugro)
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In connection with the annual calibration and regular maintenance, RtS systems must be 
exchanged once a year. Moreover, daily active data checks are necessary, and an alarm system 
must be installed which for example in the event of a power failure switches to a UPS and issues a 
warning. 

4.2.4 High resolution cameras
a newer development is the use of high resolution cameras instead of robotic total stations, 
which results in a far cheaper and more compact/lightweight solution. high resolution cameras 
provide a monitoring system capable of remotely measuring displacements and deformations. 
the system combines advanced camera and 'internet of things' (Iot) sensor technology with 
smart algorithms for the precise detection of 3D movements. the system can be employed for 
measuring settlements and deformations of the tunnel elements. 

the system measures the displacements of the reflected prisms whereby the system itself 
illuminates the prisms; in other words, the system works both in daylight and in the dark. the 
maximum measuring frequency is once per 30 seconds, whereby all prisms in the image field 
are simultaneously measured. Standard simple prisms can be monitored up to a distance of 
50-75 m. For greater distances, special multi prisms are available that can be monitored up 
to approximately 200 m. Prisms have to be installed on the object to be monitored once only. 
a range of different attachment methods are available, such as magnets, adhesives or screw 
connections. 

a high resolution camera effectively measures angle displacements of prisms perpendicular 
to the viewing direction (in two dimensions). By aiming multiple cameras at the same object, 
at different angles, 3D displacements can be measured. the precision with which the angle 
displacements can be measured is approximately 0.001°. this equates to approximately 
1 mm over a distance of 50 metres, or 4 mm over 200 metres. the angle measurements of the 
high resolution cameras are automatically uploaded via wireless connections to cloud servers. 
there, using standard adjustment software (e.g. Move3), they are then translated into 2D or 3D 
displacements, which are subsequently presented to the user in a data portal. all the system 
requires is a power supply.

the performance of the system is influenced by environmental parameters such as tempera-
ture, rain, wind and direct sunlight. the best results are achieved if the cameras are installed at 
a protected location, in the shade and not exposed to rainfall. account should also be taken of 
the possible fouling of the lenses with dust and dirt.

4.2.5 Tiltmeters
a tiltmeter (or inclinometer) precisely measures changes in the rotation of an object by measuring 
the change in relation to gravity. Sensors are available for measurements in one or two axes (in 
the x and/or y direction). this technique is not suitable to replace settlement measurements. 
Information about the settlement behaviour can however be obtained by combining the results 
of multiple tiltmeters. Changes can then be reproduced mathematically in tenths of millimetres, 
for each sensor position, in respect of an agreed reference sensor. If multiple tilt sensors are 
installed, it is possible to also display a 3D animation. 

two versions of this type of sensor are available, namely static and dynamic. Static sensors 
conduct a measurement at an interval of for example one hour. Dynamic effectively means 
continuous measurement; up to 100 times a second. the dynamic sensors can also reproduce 
events, such as a shock/collision (see note later on). the advantage of static sensors is that they 
are battery operated, which depending on the measuring frequency have a working life of at 
least 5-10 years. the sensors can be rapidly installed. the data are transmitted via a gateway or 
an Iot solution. In the first case, the sensors must have a line of sight to each other and to the 
gateway. For the Iot solution, the tunnel must have mobile connectivity. Dynamic tiltmeters 
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are always cabled, and using a bus system can be through-linked to a gateway. a gateway requires a 
power supply. Sensors of this type have a working life of at least 10 years. Both measuring systems 
are web-based and the measurement data can be monitored online, anywhere, via the internet.

a combination of these sensors is recommended for use in tunnels. By installing a sensor at each 
corner at the end of each segment, a tunnel segment can be displayed in a 3D animation, like a 
‘shoebox’, see FIGURE 4.3. this makes it possible to display deformations such as rotation, subsidence 
and torsion. Using software-based calculations, changes in tens of millimetres can be reproduced at 
the tunnel measurement point, in respect of a fixed reference point. there are also tiltmeters that are 
mounted on ‘beams’. Because this makes it possible to measure the rotations over a greater surface 
area, these systems are more accurate. 

temperatures can be measured in the sensor itself, and displayed for each individual sensor. 
temperature corrections are conducted in the sensor itself.

the functioning of the tilt sensor can be based on a variety of techniques. MeMS (micro electro 
mechanical) is practically the standard. Depending on the technique employed for the sensor, the 
tiltmeter measures more or less accurately. Depending on the chosen technique, a degree of drift can 
occur in the sensor measurements, over time. a wide range of sensors is available; the most accurate 
(more expensive) sensors offer an accuracy of 0.001 mm/m. this degree of accuracy is not necessary 
for the standard measurements. the technology in the sensor is sensitive and vulnerable, and its 
installation requires specific knowledge. a sound underpinning is needed in choosing the precision 
and number of sensors. In addition, the sensors must be soundly attached (fully fixed). Choose 
watertight, robust sensors. additional protection (protective cabinet) for the sensors is recommended, 
to prevent disruptions. 

Note: dynamic vibrations caused by traffic (in particular trucks) may also be measured although this could be 

achieved more easily by using ‘normal’ accelerometers. This measurement could be a possible contributing factor 

to explain the constant rise in settlements (compaction of the underflow layer as a result of vibrations).

4.2.6 Optic fibre monitoring
Monitoring systems that make use of optic fibre technology have become increasing popular over 
the past few years. this technology is known as fibre optic (FO) sensing and is increasingly commonly 
used, also in demanding environments like construction. there are two types of FO sensors. the 
operating principle of fibre optic sensors is based on the fact that the change in length of an optic fibre 

Figure 4.3 / Example of a 3D tunnel animation. (Source: StabiAlert)
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means that the characteristics of light change as it passes through or is reflected in the fibre. Using intel-
ligent software, this makes it possible to record the behaviour of a structure (and the location). examples 
of the measurable parameters are: temperature, stretch, force, vibrations, deformation and displacement. 

Very high measuring accuracy (+/- 0.002 mm), long working life, reliability and the insensitivity to fouling 
are advantages of FO as compared with other older existing techniques. One disadvantage is that the 
interrogator unit (for readout) is costly. the system can be sensitive to mechanical damage so that (local) 
(protective) measures may be necessary, depending on the location of the system in the tunnel.

In principle, the system is not suitable for measuring settlements. however, by installing the optic fibre in 
a loop pattern, for example across all immersion and expansion joints, displacements in the x-direction 
(extension/shortening of the joint) and z-direction (vertical differential settlement) can be determined, 
see FIGURE 4.4. this layout has been succesfully employed as a pilot in the heinenoordtunnel. 

Optic fibre can be supplied in very long lengths, and mounted on the tunnel wall, using an adhesive. 
Installation requires a great deal of work and precision.

Figure 4.4 / Example of an optic fibre line with loops across each joint, at different level of detail. (Source: TU Delft)
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4.2.7 2D/3D joint meter
a joint meter measures the displacement between two elements. these measurements can be 
conducted in 1D, 2D and 3D, and register only the relative displacement between the components. 
1D measurements are not relevant in tunnels and are therefore not considered here. For 3D measure-
ments, a sensor is installed on both sides of the joint, and on the ceiling. In this way, possible changes 
around each joint are monitored in 3D.

there are different measuring principles that can be used:

• Laser sensors: an optic sensor that permits contact-free remote measurement. Depending on the 
distance and measuring range, these measurements can be carried out automatically with very 
high accuracy, in 2D and 3D.

• LVDt: this is a commonly used technique for the automated measuring of displacements. here, a 
displacement sensor is pressed against a surface, with a spring-mounted pin. Depending on the 
distance and measuring range, these measurements can also be carried out automatically with 
considerable accuracy, in 2D. 

• Magnetic sensor: a sensor that monitors displacements within a magnetic field, and is able to 
reproduce deviations in 3D and in tenths of millimetres.

to minimise the effect of temperature changes, fouling, disruption, etc. on the above measure-
ments, the system is completed with a protective cabinet. to determine the required precision and 
measuring range of the sensors, it is important to set the maximum expected natural variation of 
the tunnel segments in respect of the day/night temperature rhythm, seasonal influences, tidal 
effect, etc. It is then important to consider the expected settlement(s)/displacement. In the case of 
automated measurements, the sensor is connected to a logger and the measurement can be set to 
any desired measuring frequency. the measurements are automatically transmitted to a web portal, 
where they can be  visualised.

4.2.8 Liquid level system
to measure settlements and settlement differences, use can be made of a liquid level system. this 
system consists of an enclosed liquid system to which a pressure sensor is attached, at every measuring 
location. the pressure sensors measure the liquid level in respect of a reference point. It must be 
assumed that the reference point is settlement-free. the pressure sensors have a very small measuring 
range, in order to achieve optimum accuracy. the liquid system (hose) and the cabling between 
the measurement points are generally fitted in a Pe pipe. all individual sensors are then connected 
to a central data logger. at a predetermined measuring frequency, this logger then carries out the 
measurements and the measurement data are stored centrally. the measurement results can be 
transmitted to a server, for processing, validation and comparison with the limit value. the measuring 
range is adapted to the expected settlements and possible height differences of the individual sensors 
and the position of the liquid reservoir. During installation, a baseline measurement is carried out 
using a precision levelling to determine the absolute position. 

each year, a maintenance inspection must be carried out. the liquid level is checked and topped up, 
the system rinsed, and all measurement points inspected. In the event of doubts about the reliability 
of a sensor, functionality can be tested by applying a pressure variation to the liquid system. Filling the 
liquid system without allowing air to enter requires considerable experience. For this reason, the use of 
a liquid level system has not always proven successful.

4.2.9 Deformation system for immersion joints (special cases) 
Using a compact and contactless measuring system, the deformations and displacements of rubber 
profiles and joints can be measured accurately. the measuring system registers these deformations 
directly on the gina rubber profile/ the concrete, and is therefore installed behind the omega profile. 
the system is able to carry out measurements in a challenging environment and under high water 
pressures.
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the system can be installed in situations where there are problems with immersion joints and can 
be used as an early warning system for deformations of the profile, the joint or the concrete, and 
offers a warning to prevent water leaks and concrete damage (and hence to extend the service life of 
the tunnel). 

the system measures continuously, and the sensors are mounted relatively close together. the 
results are presented via a cloud server on a monitoring platform. the installation is always custom 
made and is mainly used in tunnels where problems have already been observed. 

Note: the system is new, relatively costly and has only been used in a small number of cases (Rotterdam 

metro) and as such is not yet proven technology. In addition, conducting measurements between the omega 

and the gina profiles means that the system has to be installed during construction (before installation of the 

omega profile). If the system has to be installed later (partly), the omega profile will have to be removed; asset 

owners are expected to be cautious about this.

4.3 Custom solutions for monitoring?
4.3.1 Introduction 

In principle, tunnel monitoring requires custom solutions. the design (geometry, construction), 
the conditions (such as the subsurface), load scenarios, the environment and not to be forgotten 
the execution can vary considerably between individual (tunnel) projects, and therefore result in 
a specific deformation behaviour. Moreover, the reason for conducting monitoring can differ: is 
the underlying reason a scientific study/research or is it the desire to understand (in outline) the 
(deformation) behaviour of the tunnel for management and maintenance?

effectively, all these issues demand a custom approach. Nonetheless, it is recommended that all 
tunnels be equipped with a basic monitoring system whereby the first level of refinement of the 
monitoring consists of the measuring frequency. this will generate uniformity, which makes it 
better possible to compare tunnels with each other. 

In the case of pronounced or specific behaviour in a tunnel or in special circumstances (exceptional 
foundation or load conditions), it is of course always possible and may be necessary to install addi-
tional measuring systems, to be able to interpret the behaviour of the tunnel (custom approach!).

4.3.2 Monitoring of new-build tunnels 
In the case of new tunnels, it is possible to monitor and to understand the behaviour of the 
tunnels, right from the start. Certainly in the initial phase, settlements will develop at a faster 
pace, so that an increased measuring frequency is recommended (see also SECTION 4.1.3). It is 
also possible to anticipate for events during execution that call for additional focus on a specific 
element. 

tunnels start to deform from the moment they are installed. these deformations are often 
recorded by the builders with their own measuring systems. to be able to thoroughly understand 
the behaviour of the tunnels, it is therefore essential that the deformations during execution be 
mapped out, and implemented in the overall deformation behaviour. to be able to make optimum 
use of measurement data from the construction period, it is meaningful to consult on these issues 
in good time (and to link the measuring systems during any overlap in the measuring periods) in 
order to allow the structured transfer of measurement data. this is discussed in more detail in 
CHAPTER 5. 

It can also be meaningful to equip tunnels with a combination of different systems. On the one hand 
to allow systems to be compared (also in current measurement data), but also as a contribution to 
gaining a better insight in the field of deformations (settlements) and the behaviour of the joints. 
the information thus generated can be used for new designs and for efficient and preventive tunnel 
maintenance.
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the measurement programme/monitoring plan can consist of the following configuration of 
measurement systems. all of these systems are based on proven techniques and functionalities.

• Continuous x, y and z measurements (with RtS or high resolution camera systems) or optic fibre 
(depending on the possibilities for simple and undisrupted installation) for monitoring settle-
ments and lateral deformations.

• tilt sensors on both sides of the joints (also at access ramps) to monitor joint movements, and to 
relate those movements to the settlement behaviour and lateral deformations.

• Joint meters at the joints for monitoring joint movements, and relating them to the settlement 
behaviour and lateral deformations.

• Measurement of temperature, water levels (tides) and possibly also the influence of traffic load 
to be measured at one location (accelerometers/sensors in the road surface).

• to determine the baseline situation, measuring bolts should also be installed, the position of 
which is fixed in x, y and z. Seen over time, these measuring bolts can as necessary be used for 
verification of the gathered measurement data.

the configuration of measuring systems will depend on the tunnel layout. It is recommended to 
have a monitoring plan drawn up by an expert, in which the numbers, specifications and measure-
ment frequency are laid down, together with the method of presenting the measurement data and 
relevant limit values for identifying deviations. 

4.3.3 Monitoring of existing tunnels 
as described in SECTION 2.1, there are (huge) discrepancies in the volume of measurement data 
available for each tunnel. For many tunnels, information from the construction period is missing, in 
addition to which the measuring frequency and measurement locations can vary widely per tunnel 
(e.g. settlements at all joints or only in the immersion joints). there are tunnels with considerable 
deformation, but also tunnels in which settlement is very limited. this makes it far from simple to 
interpret the behaviour, and even then sometimes only within specified bandwidths. 

a better insight into the deformation behaviour of the tunnel will generate valuable input for 
defining the renovation programme, recording the effects of the repair work and improving the 
efficiency of maintenance following execution of the renovation. this also applies to tunnels that 
have suffered little deformation since construction. For that reason, it is recommended to install 
the same configuration of measuring systems as with new tunnels. Depending on the information 
available concerning deformation behaviour of the tunnel, the configuration can be simplified (or 
conducted at lower measuring frequency), but in principle a comparable configuration is recom-
mended:

• Continuous x, y and z measurements (with RtS or high resolution camera systems) or optic fibre 
(depending on the possibilities for simple and undisrupted installation) for monitoring settle-
ments and lateral deformations.

• tilt sensors on both sides of the joints (also at access ramps) to monitor joint movements, and to 
relate those movements to the settlement behaviour and lateral deformations.

• Joint meters at the joints for monitoring joint movements, and relating them to the settlement 
behaviour and lateral deformations.

• Measurement of temperature, water levels (tides) and possibly also the influence of traffic load 
to be measured at one location (sensors in the road surface).

• to determine the baseline situation, measuring bolts should also be installed, the position of 
which is fixed in x, y and z. Seen over time, these measuring bolts can as necessary be used for 
verification of the gathered measurement data.

although a large proportion of deformations have already occurred, using the new measure-
ment data in combination with the data available from the past, it is better possible to find an 
explanation for the behaviour of the tunnel, and perhaps even more importantly predicting the 
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future behaviour. In particular future behaviour is essential for defining any civil engineering 
renovation scope, as well as providing valuable information for preventive and predictable 
maintenance. 

the configuration of measuring systems will depend on the tunnel layout. It is recommended 
to have a monitoring plan drawn up by an expert, in which the numbers, specifications and 
measurement frequency are laid down, together with the method of presenting the measurement 
data and relevant limit values for identifying deviations. In the case of tunnel renovation projects, 
the recommendation is to install a basic monitoring system at least one year before the start. In 
this way, the annual cycle of tunnel deformations is recorded. It is then possible to monitor the 
behaviour during and after the renovation work.

4.3.4 Customised Monitoring of specific problems
a customised approach is necessary to determine the appropriate monitoring systems in the 
event of specific problems in a tunnel. a selection can be made from the previously described 
monitoring systems. It is recommended to have a monitoring plan drawn up by an expert, in 
which the numbers, specifications and measurement frequency are laid down, together with the 
method of presenting the measurement data and relevant limit values for identifying deviations.

4.3.5 Summary
TABLE 4.1 shows a basic monitoring configuration that could be suitable for the Future proof 
tunnels research programme. Specific tunnel measurements and additional measurements 
for various components are not excluded. the overview for the tunnel manager will be further 
elaborated in a future version.

Table 4.1 / Overview of parameters to be measured for basic monitoring.

Parameter to be 
measured

Location Precision Frequency Comments

δx, δy and δz 
displacements (mm)

On both sides of 
each (segment and 
immersion) joint, in 
both outside walls, 
preferably halfway up. 

0.1 mm 1 x per hour the height measurements must 
be shown in respect of a fixed and 
measured reference point, to be 
determined in consultation. In this 
way, the data can be presented in 
relation to NaP. a check measurement 
should be carried out each year, on the 
reference points.

temperature (°C) halfway through the 
tunnel and at each 
access ramp and 
ambient temperature.

0.1 °C 1 x per hour ambient temperature may take the 
form of a digital KNMI weather station 
in the close vicinity.

tidal measurements 
(m)

In the immediate 
vicinity of the tunnel.

0.1 m 1 x per hour this may be in the form of an RWS digi-
tal measurement point, but not further 
than 5 km from the location. If this is 
not achievable, install a measurement 
point along the bank of the waterway

δx, δy and δz 
displacements (mm)

Of measuring bolts 
mounted on both 
sides of the immersion 
joints, in both outside 
walls.

2 mm tbm existing measuring bolts can be used. 
Viewed over time, these measuring 
bolts can as required be used for verifi-
cation/backup of the sensor data.

the measuring bolts must be mea-
sured during installation of the other 
sensors. Repeat measurements only as 
required, at least once every 4 years.
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In addition to TABLE 4.1, the monitoring contractor must provide the following items:

• an action plan with supporting argument describing which equipment will be used to measure the 
listed parameters, which also complies with the precision and measuring frequency requirements, 
the way in which the equipment is installed, how it will be protected against external influences in 
the tunnel (if applicable), how reliability (24/7, at least 5 years) can be guaranteed, how the data 
will be gathered on a server, how maintenance will be carried out and disruptions corrected. the 
protocols for ensuring secure access to the measurement data must also be provided, together with 
how the data is protected against unwanted access (cybersecurity). the monitoring company must 
operate an information protection policy that is preferably ISO 27001 certified. If not available, the 
information protection policy must be clearly described and submitted with the offer.

• a monitoring platform on which all measuring locations are visualised and all (calculated) measure-
ment data is presented in graphs. By means of colours for the key sensors (traffic light method), it 
must be possible to see at a glance where the deformations exceed the permissible limits. In the 
monitoring system, it must be possible to include an alarm option so that the manager is imme-
diately informed in the event of deviating behaviour of the tunnel structure. It must be possible to 
send the alarms for example by sms or email. Failure of a sensor or a disruption in the monitoring 
system must be reported immediately, in the same way as for alarms (watchdog system).

• the platform must also offer the following possibilities: 

 – Direct conversion to the displacement behaviour of the tunnel (all δx, δy and δz displacements in 
mm). 

 – the production of scatterplots charting out the various parameters in respect of each other (e.g. 
displacement plotted against temperature or displacement plotted against tidal behaviour). 
Realtime filtering out of spikes (preventing false alarms).

• the monitoring software must include an export function that supplies all measured and calculated 
(presented) data to external data analysts. all data must be carefully ordered and stored in a 
database. In addition, all data must be supplied to the monitoring platform to be established by the 
COB. exactly what form this takes will be further determined in the near future. 

the parameters to be measured in TABLE 4.1 are essential. the parameters presented in TABLE 4.2 
are ‘nice to know’, to improve the analysis of the tunnel behaviour. the parameters in TABLE 4.2 are 
therefore an addition to the parameters described in TABLE 4.1.

Table 4.2 / Overview of additional parameters to be measured.

Parameter to be 
measured

Location Precision Frequency Comments

δx, δy and δz 
displacements (mm)

In the roof, in the 
middle of the width 
of each traffic tunnel 
tube.

0.1 mm 1 x per hour the height measurements must 
be shown in respect of a fixed and 
measured reference points, to be 
determined in consultation. In this 
way, the data can be presented in 
relation to NaP. 

If fire-resistant material is applied, this 
can represent a problem.

Join opening δx For each (segment 
and immersion) joint, 
in both outside walls, 
as low and as high as 
possible. 

0.1 mm 1 x per hour
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5 Data transfer on execution 5
When the contractor submits the as-built file to the client, ensure that all information that is 
important for future assessments of the structural condition of the tunnel (structural health analysis,  
Sha) is present. this chapter identifies what that information should included for immersed tunnels 
currently under construction, or due to be realised in the near future.

5.1 Geotechnical soil survey
all design considerations for an immersed tunnel are based on an assumed geotechnical framework. 
all completed soil surveys are collected in a factual report, on the basis of which a geotechnical 
interpretation report is drawn up. Generally speaking, the findings are condensed in a parameter table 
showing all soil layers present, and a reproduction of a geotechnical longitudinal profile of the tunnel 
alignment.

5.2 Geohydrology
If pump tests have been carried out, or pumping is employed during the construction, it is recommended 
that all relevant experiences of horizontal and vertical permeability of the various soil layers also be 
reported on. 

If the various groundwater levels and hydraulic heads were monitored during the construction work, it 
is recommended that a final report be drawn up of this monitoring and handed over. this report shows 
the groundwater levels prior to, during and following the work.

5.3 Geotechnical design
a geotechnical design is a record of how the tunnel transfers its loads to the surrounding soil and the 
related deformations, during both the construction and operation phase. the predicted deformations 
during the construction and operation phase along the entire tunnel alignment (i.e. immersed section 
and access ramps) must be clearly reported. It is important to also include in the handover file the 
calculations on which these deformation predictions are based. the selected foundation method 
including the allocated dimensions and stiffnesses are also part of the handover file, as well as any 
soil improvement techniques used. the same applies for any temporary overheights employed 
(preloading) in order to accelerate the consolidation processes.

Note: it is possible to include foundation scenarios in the design for example for poorly made or missing sand 

layers, silt inclusions, etc. or that take account of specified tolerances in a gravel bed. Correct registration can result 

in additional robustness in the tunnel design (for example because the above described phenomena did not occur 

or barely occurred). It is worthwhile knowing this, so that you can award a higher residual capacity to the tunnel on 

the basis of the as-built calculations.

5.4 Construction design
the primary importance of the construction design is the analysis of the longitudinal profile of the 
tunnel, whereby the action of forces between the various elements and segments is explained, in the 
consideration. the lateral force connections between the various segments and elements of the tunnel 
are crucial (teeth, collars, etc.). It is of particular value to clearly specify the details of the calculated 
forces versus absorption capacity.

the expected compressions, expansions and rotations in the segment and element joints are also of 
crucial importance. a clear breakdown of the expected deformations according to cause (settlements, 
temperature, shrinkage, creep, etc.) is recommended. the selected joint profile and the absorbable 
deformations of these profiles are an integral part of the report to be handed over.
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5.5 Registration of data from the execution phase
5.5.1 Construction dock and/or tunnel factory

It is important that any deviation in the execution of the elements as compared with the intended 
design be clearly reported. Nice-to-haves are records of concrete strengths, concrete densities 
(during the production process and as determined following floating) and installation tolerances of 
immersion joint frames and gina profiles.

5.5.2 Immersion trench
the completed dredged trench must be clearly reported on (including the dredging technique 
employed to estimate tolerances and disruptions in the top layer). a bathymetric measurement 
should also be made just following completion of the trench, and just before applying the foundation 
layer. this makes it possible to determine the degree of sedimentation during the exposed period. If 
the soil is susceptible to expansion, it is recommended using calibrated investigation methods (e.g. 
fall penetrometers) to investigate the extent of expansion and sedimentation. the lateral gradients 
of the immersion trench that are achieved should also be clearly recorded along the entire tunnel 
route. 

If the immersed tunnel is laid in a temporary cofferdam, the configuration of this cofferdam should 
be recorded in the handover file. all details should also be recorded of the remaining sections of the 
dam wall, and the way in which other parts were removed.

5.5.3 Foundation
For the installed foundation, the execution details must be accurately recorded. this refers to the 
actually applied quantities. Of the underflow sand, the volume applied for each layer (and preferably 
also the compression forces), the order in which the layers were applied and the material used 
(initial density, sieve analysis, etc.) should be reported on. In the event of a gravel bed foundation, 
the report consists of the quantities of gravel used per gravel ridge, and the material used (sieve 
analysis, angularity, etc.). Following the installation of the gravel bed foundation, a bathymetric 
measurement should also be carried out.

5.5.4 Immersion
Immediately following the placement of an immersed element, and following possible correction 
using jacks, the position of the element must be mapped. If this is carried out using measuring bolts 
and/or prisms, these should preferably have been installed just before or just after each segment 
and element joint, on both outside walls, preferably at the top and bottom of each of these walls.

Despite the fact that it is not an obvious move to measure all measuring bolts/prisms during the 
initial hours following immersion, a (complete) measurement during the successive execution steps 
can be of huge added value. It is also recommended to carry out a complete measurement following 
placement of temporary support points (sand underflow) or placement on the gravel bed, and 
following withdrawal of the temporary support points (sand underflow).

5.5.5 Backfilling of immersion trench and application of cover layer on tunnel roof
During the backfilling of the immersion trench and the application of the cover layer on the tunnel 
roof, an accurate report must be drawn up. this report must clearly indicate how the backfilling/
covering was carried out, and what materials were used. a weekly complete measurement of all 
measuring bolts in the affected tunnel section is also recommended throughout the period of 
backfilling and covering.

5.5.6 Cutting of the transport pretensioning
When (any) transport pretensioning is cut, the segments can rotate in respect of each other. a 
complete measurement of the measuring bolts/prisms and the joint widths is urgently recom-
mended during/following this activity.
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5.5.7 Ballast exchange and tunnel finishing
the moments at which the ballast tanks are removed, ballast concrete is poured and road covering 
and/or rail infrastructure (ballast bed, slab track, ..) are applied must be accurately reported on. the 
removed/applied weights must be clearly described, also in respect of their location. the measurement 
of the measuring bolts must also be regularly carried out throughout these activities.

5.5.8 Joint movements
every time an element is immersed, it is recommended to record the water temperature, and the 
temperature inside the previous element, and the just immersed element. Following the draining of 
the immersion chamber, the compression of the gina profile must be measured at several locations 
around the perimeter. Just before applying the omega profile, the course of the underflanges of the 
two immersion joint frames must be accurately measured, in order to know the initial deformation of 
the omega profile during installation.

the widths of the segment joint are preferably measured at the location of the installed measuring 
bolts/prisms. the result is an unequivocal relationship between the two sets of values. If the measure-
ments of the regular measuring bolt/prism reveal considerable deformations, it is recommended to 
also measure the related widths of the segment joints.

5.5.9 Development of settlement through to the start of the operating phase
Once the backfilling/covering activities have been completed, and the tunnel is fully equipped, the 
tunnel may still show further deformation over time. Consolidation, creep, temperature, (ground)
water levels and tides can all exercise an influence. the tunnel must therefore be regularly monitored, 
whereby all of these influences can be related to one another, for example by guaranteeing simultaneous 
measurement.

the frequency of the measurements can be reduced as the scale of registered deformations falls, but 
the minimum frequencies requirement must still be complied with (for example at least once every 
season). If the definitive monitoring system is employed differently, there must be sufficient time 
overlap between the installation of the definitive monitoring system and the removal of the temporary 
construction phase monitoring system. this overlap period, in which both systems are active at the 
same time, can guarantee a seamless transition.

Note: for a tunnel condition determination, analyses are carried out on the basis of the known data. It is worth 

considering conducting a comparable ‘as-built’ analysis on the basis of the data from the execution stage and the 

design calculations. This will result in a well usable reference, that also helps map out the additional capacity (as 

a consequence of non-occurring uncertainties which have been accounted for in the design loads). The same also 

applies to reduced capacity.
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6 Data handling 6

6.1 Introduction 
Depending on the monitoring programme and the volume of data generated, a greater or lesser degree 
of effort will be required for organising, regulating and providing access to the data. these steps are 
important for carrying out the appropriate interpretations and analyses, for example in the framework 
of the condition assessment of the tunnel (structural health analysis, Sha). 

the volume of data naturally relates to the measuring programme and the measurement method 
employed, the number of measurement points and the measuring frequency. In addition, the purpose 
of the programme is relevant: 

• Scientific research.

• Urgent situation (large, continuous settlements, structural cracking, major leaks).

• Monitoring the deformations of a normally reacting tunnel (for the tunnel manager).

In the case of the first two programmes, a large volume of data cannot be excluded, as a result of 
which higher demands are placed on the ordering and storage of the information. In the latter case, 
this requirement is perhaps less urgent, but from the point of view of knowledge and data sharing and 
knowledge development, it is still to be recommended that the data be gathered, stored and shared in 
accordance with specified protocols. Currently, such protocols are not within the scope of this strategy; 
the COB toolbox supervisory committee is working on the aspects of data storage and sharing. Section 
SECTION 6.2 contains some initial recommendations from this committee aimed at monitoring systems 
(the investigation is still ongoing).

there are also working groups within the Digitalisation development line of the COB tunnel 
programme that study the organisation of data. For example, it has been investigated which data is 
already available, how data can be translated into information and which preconditions an information 
dashboard should meet. these studies offer recommendations (see SECTION 6.3) that are of value when 
developing a monitoring system according to this strategy.

6.2 Data handling 
the toolbox supervisory committee is currently working on a programme of requirements for a 
platform/system/environment that discloses the data that is generated by setting up a monitoring 
system according to this strategy. although the committee's investigation is still ongoing, a possible 
approach for data processing is described below for a initial understanding.

all sensor data are transmitted to a server of the party responsible for the monitoring via a gateway (a 
hardware device, e.g. a router, server, firewall, etc. that acts as a link for data transmission between two 
networks, generally an external network and the host network). the gateway house a UMtS connection 
(universal mobile telecommunications system): a technique that enables mobile surfing at relatively 
high speed, a kind of 3G network that transmits the measurement data to the server. this cabinet also 
often contains a uninterrupted power supply (UPS) so that the system continues to operate even in 
the event of power failure. there is often also a Wi-Fi provision, granting access to the internet and the 
measurement data, in the immediate vicinity of the cabinet. these gateways are employed inside or 
outside the tunnels, since it is not unusual for there to be no internet connection at many locations. If 
mobile connectivity is available in the tunnel, the gateway can also be placed inside the tunnel. 

Sound and clear guidelines must be established for the storage and exchange of data. Relevant aspects 
are availability, accessibility and the ability to export data for example to calculation software, or a 
dashboard. Moreover, it must be possible for all data to be combined, consulted and processed. the 
same also applies for example to weather and tidal data. It is important to ensure a uniform time 
reference for all measurement data gathered, because only in that case is it possible to correctly 

Figuur 5 / Example of an optic f
Figuur 6 / asdfasdfibr
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interpret the data. Users and managers can then gain access to the measurement data via a secure 
login account. It is also important to specify for each user what measurement data they can access; for 
example, in most cases it is undesirable for users to have direct access to the database with raw data. 
as a rule, users have access to information that can be retrieved from the raw data. export options are 
often also provided. 

It is recommended that the (interpreted) results be visualised on a web platform, for example the 
lateral and longitudinal cross-sections, a grid line or 3D animation. Solutions of this kind help the 
user to rapidly acquire a clear overview of the deformation behaviour of a tunnel. Using colours for the 
various sensors (traffic light method), it is possible to see at a glance where the deformations exceed 
the permissible limits. If required, an alarm option could be included in the monitoring systems, so 
that managers can be immediately informed of deviating behaviour by the tunnel structure. It must be 
for example possible to transmit the alarms by sms or email. Failure of a sensor or a disruption in the 
monitoring system must be reported immediately, in the same way as for alarms (watchdog system).

6.3 Digitalisation development line 
the working groups of the Digitalisation development line are active for more than eighteen months, 
and to date have delivered the following recommendations. these recommendations will be further 
elaborated in the next stage of the programme. 

Visualisation via a dashboard
the information needs (and hence the dashboard needs) differ from manager to manager. Managers 
closer to the operation (service provider and asset manager) need more detailed information then 
managers operating further from the tunnel (asset owners). Broadly speaking, it can be concluded that 
a different cross-section of information is needed for each role. this is visualised in FIGURE 6.1.

a number of market parties have built environments to access information at tactical and operational 
level, the primary objective of which is to grant access to the performance requirements imposed. this 
dashboard information is also used by various parties to carry out trend analyses and/or as input for 
improving the predictability of the maintenance process. It is notable that the dashboard environ-
ments are often supplied with data from technical installations. Within this study, no tunnel dashboard 

Asset owner
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Figure 6.1 / Dashboard with a different cross section of the information for each role.
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environments were identified that actively access the status of the civil engineering structure. examples 
were observed whereby civil engineering information was provided on a dashboard, but these examples 
involve bridges and no tunnels.

It is recommended that the needs for each role be further elaborated and backed up by user scenarios. 
User scenarios per role/type of manager can then serve as a starting point in drawing up a functional 
specification for a tunnel dashboard. 

Recording data agreements
the study has revealed that there are no standard agreements in relation to accessing and sharing 
data, as mentioned earlier in this report. It is recommended that standard agreements be reached 
within the sector on the way in which data can be accessed and shared. these agreements should 
address both physical (technical interfaces) and software-based (standardised protocols) aspects. a 
number of initiatives have already been developed, including the ODS (object data service) link from 
Rijkswaterstaat, as currently implemented within the wet infrastructure.

Bridging the gap between design, realisation and management and maintenance
It has also emerged that managers often only start talking about data accessibility and sharing once 
the tunnel has been built or has already been in use for some time. at that stage, it takes unnecessarily 
large amounts of money and time to meet the data needs of the manager. It is therefore strongly 
recommended to include the data needs of the manager in the design, at the initial design stage; it 
may even be possible to formulate a set of standard requirements, so that the aspect can be included 
at the earliest possible stage in the tender procedure for a new-build or renovation project.

Sharing and combining data sets 
By sharing static and dynamic object data that go beyond the scope of individual projects/tunnels, 
it should be possible to implement a learning function in future projects. By comparing/combining 
information from multiple tunnels, it is possible to gain an insight nationally, into the behaviour of 
tunnels and where necessary to implement improvements. Possibilities include conducting data 
analyses/pattern recognition by combining historical data with external data such as weather and 
traffic conditions, to help explain trends.
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7 Lessons learned 7

7.1 Introduction 
With the growing awareness of the value of tunnels as essential links in transport networks more 
attention has been focused over the past decade on the structural health analysis (Sha) of tunnels. an 
Sha makes it possible to determine the health of a structure, in a structured manner, as well as issuing 
recommendations on maintenance, repair or even replacement. 

Initially, an Sha was mostly used for mega projects in which safety and availability have top priority. 
however, Shas are increasingly widely considered or even implemented for medium-sized projects 
and for renovation work, as a means of continuously assessing structures. Conducting measurements 
(monitoring) and inspections are essential for an Sha.

Measuring programmes (monitoring) and conducting inspections are essential for an Sha. therefore the 
COB network has drawn up this monitoring strategy. this chapter provides a further description of the 
measuring programmes of several projects, together with recommendations for future programmes. 

Note: it is also possible that the decision to conduct an SHA is based on an observation of deviating tunnel 

behaviour (settlements, cracking, leaks) which raise concerns for the owner/manager. This calls for an urgent 

response, and the SHA above all has to be carried out on the basis of existing data. In that case, recommendations 

are often made for an intensive measuring regime in order to monitor the tunnel more closely. Examples are the 

Willemsspoortunnel rail tunnel in Rotterdam and the Limfjordtunnel in Aalborg, Denmark [4].

7.2 Optic fibre pilot Heinenoordtunnel
Further details follow in the next version or by publication of scientific articles.

7.3 Monitoring of the Kiltunnel
Further details follow in the next verion.
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Appendix A Studies into immersion joints 5
Note: this version of the strategy is only aimed at deformation monitoring;  for that reason degradation (monitoring) 

has been included as an appendix. This text will be reinserted in the main text once the scope of the strategy also 

concerns degradation monitoring 

traditionally, the steel components of immersion joints were finished with a protective preservation 
layer, based on the idea that this would offer sufficient protection to the steel components for the 
lifespan of the tunnel. after all, it is difficult to gain access to the steel parts in the immersion joints, 
which makes it almost impossible to apply additional preservation during the lifespan. It was long 
believed that this protection would be so robust that additional attention would not be required. 
however, on the basis of a number of practical studies, it has been concluded that the steel components 
in immersion joints are in fact vulnerable at a number of locations, and that in several cases structural 
reinforcement is needed.  

this appendix discusses the lessons learned from studies of immersion joints conducted between 
2013 and 2020 in various Dutch tunnels [2]. For the technical background and (structural) function of 
immersion joints, the reader is referred to CHAPTER 3. 

A.1 Failure mechanisms
the most important risk is the failure of the clamping construction, so that the watertightness of the 
omega profile can no longer be guaranteed, see PARAGRAPH A.1.1 and PARAGRAPH A.1.2. 

a second phenomenon observed in one of the studied tunnels is the forcing inwards of the gina profile 
as a consequence of ground pressures from outside (sand pump effect) leading to the failure of the 
omega profile due to deformations, see PARAGRAPH A.1.3. 

A.1.1 Failure of the clamping construction omega profile due to corrosion
the clamping construction of the omega profile can fail due to corrosion in the steel components. the 
studies conducted into the failure mechanism revealed that the immersion joints in the floor are filled 
with water up to the asphalt or track level. It was also determined in road tunnels that this water was 
contaminated with de-icing salt, creating an aggressive environment for the steel components (the 
area is almost never emptied and cleaned, leading to a worsening of the situation over the years). the 
transition from the wet to the dry part of the tunnel structure is known as the splash zone, and in this 
section of the joint, the bolts and clamping frames were worst affected, see FIGURE A.1, FIGURE A.2 and 
FIGURE A.7. In the dry wall section and the roof, nothing more than surface corrosion was identified. 

Figuur A / Dashboard with a different cross section of the information for each role.

Figure A.1 / Corrosion on the clamping frame (left) and bolt damaged by corrosion. (Photos: Nebest)
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A.1.2 Failure of the omega profile due to deformation
all tunnels are in motion and these deformations are caused among others by subsidence, changing 
loads on the tunnel and temperature fluctuations. the greatest deformations generally occur during 
the construction period, in which the tunnel ‘settles’. the majority of abutments are built on pile 
foundations, while only in a few cases the immersed tunnel elements are mounted on pile foundations. 
Due to the considerable discrepancy in stiffness between the foundation of the abutments and the 
foundation of the immersed section, relatively large support forces can develop in these areas. 

Following immersion, the majority of tunnels are fitted with a dowel system at the location of the 
immersion joints and at the support point on the abutments. a settlement difference can then only 
occur before the installation of the dowel system, or as a consequence of the failure of the dowels. It 
is also common for the dowel system to have been installed before the temporary support is removed. 
another situation that arises is that the tunnel is 'set down' higher, and subsequently allowed to settle 
in order to mobilise the foundation, without the tunnel passing through the zero line (undergoing a 
theoretical subsidence). In the event of insufficient or just too much settlement, the immersion joint 
frames are then no longer precisely aligned, which means that on occasion, the omega profiles have 
to be forced into position (above all in the corners) which can result in folds (see FIGURE A.3). this can 
incorrectly be identified as an ‘uncontrolled’ settlement difference.

however, if as a result of overloading the dowelling between the abutment and the immersed tunnel 
has failed, major settlement differences can occur, which have to be absorbed by the omega profile.

these vertical settlement differences result in deformation of the omega profile. Omega profiles are 
made from fibre-reinforced rubber. as a result of this reinforcement, the profiles have little or no 
capacity for stretching. In the event of vertical settlement differences, the omega profile will twist at 
the position of the wall. If this deformation continues, it is not inconceivable that the omega profile 
will fail. If the type of omega profile employed is known, it is possible to consult with the supplier about 
the deformation capacity of the profile. 

A.1.3 Forcing inwards of the gina profile
Due to a combination of expansion and shrinkage due to seasonal influences on the one hand, and the 
build-up of sand in the joint on the other, over the years, sand is forced inwards. this phenomenon is 
also known as the sand pump effect. In one underground rail tunnel of the Rotterdam metro, this effect 
has forced the gina profile in roof and wall joints so far inwards in a number of immersion joints that 
damage has been caused to the structure and the joint has started to leak, see FIGURE A.4. It is noted 
that the damage is primarily the consequence of the somewhat unfortunate detailing of the clamping 
construction on the concrete structure. this form of failure can only occur if this form of detailing is used.

Figure A.2 / Folded omega profile in wall. (Photo: Nebest)
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the risk of the occurrence of this damage mechanism is in part determined by the available space in 
the joint between the gina profile and the outside, the way in which the gina profiles are attached and 
the presence of structural elements that can hold back the gina profile. the risk of this type of damage 
is greatest in the roof, but it can also occur in the wall or floor. In the underground rail tunnel where 
this problem arose, damage was above all identified in the roof (see FIGURE A.5) with damage to the 
wall discovered only at a single location (see FIGURE A.6). No damage occurred in the floor. Because the 
underground rail tunnel is on piles, it is assumed that the underground beneath the tunnel has settled 
so that no soil is clamped in the floor joint.

In the overview of immersion joint studies on the COB knowledge base [2], appendix a includes an 
inventory of tunnels tested for the possible risk of this damage mechanism. these studies examined the 
space in the joint for the accumulation of sand, and the risk of the breaking off of the bolt with which the 
gina profile is attached. In the event of a combination of considerable space in the joint and the lack of a 
steel frame, there is a risk of the gina profile being forced inwards, causing the bolts to shear off.  

A.2 Monitoring what and how?
the monitoring of immersion joints starts with determining the baseline situation. For existing 
tunnels, it is insufficient to simply carry out measurements; inspections are needed. On the basis of 
experience acquired, it is known that the degree of deterioration in individual immersion joints can 
vary widely. For a complete picture of the immersion joints, it is therefore necessary to visually inspect 
all immersion joints in floor, wall and roof. For all joints, the degree of deterioration is greatest in the 
splash zone, and it is on this area that the main focus should be placed (see FIGURE A.7). 

If inspection of all segment joints is not possible, preference should be given to examining the joints 
with the greatest settlement differences or settlements. For the majority of tunnels, the greatest 
deformations occur at the abutment joints. If the closure joint is fitted with clamping constructions, 
this joint deserves higher priority than the other immersion joints, due to the absence of a second seal. 

Figure A.3 / Images of the damage RET. (Source: Cement 8, 2019)

Figure A.4 / Immersion joint damage roof joint RET. (Source: Cement 8, 2019) Figure A.5 / Protrusion of gina 
profile from the wall joint RET. 
(Source: Cement 8, 2019)

Original situation Compression of sand in joint Occurrence of damage

Omega 
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https://www.cob.nl/document/overzicht-zinkvoegonderzoeken/?swpmtxnonce=ccd5974748
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Condition of the clamping construction 
For each joint section (floor, splash zone, wall/roof), the condition of the bolts should be examined. 
attention must be paid to the degree of damage to the coating and the scale of corrosion. Because the 
majority of joint sections can only be inspected using a camera, it is difficult to determine this level of 
corrosion. 

to carry out the visual inspection of the floor joints and splash zone, water must be removed from the 
joints. the preferred option is to carry out the inspection at hand distance, from the outside wall. In the 
presence of concrete, a hole needs to be drilled to the immersion joint, at an angle. In determining the 
diameter of this hole, account should be taken of the possibilities for sucking the joint dry. to mitigate 
the risk of drilling into the omega profile, the inspection hole should be drilled in line with the bolts. 
In determining the drill size, account should be taken of the possible presence of dowels in the wall. 
Before making inspection holes in the plating on the joint, first assess whether the plates are coated 
in asbestos. If the drawings show so-called nobranda plates, the presence of brown asbestos must be 
assumed.

Water pressure on omega profile
No water pressure was observed in the majority of inspected omega profiles, an indication that the 
majority of gina profiles are still functioning effectively, after forty to fifty years of use. Water pressure 
on the omega profile on the one hand reveals the necessity for a correctly functioning clamping 
construction, and on the other hand the limited possibilities for slackening and replacing the damaged 
bolts and clamping frames. 

Figure A.6 /  Joint sections with different degrees of deterioration. (Source: Nebest)

Figure A.7 / Left an angled drilling to the outside wall, right a drilling in line with the bolts. (Source: Nebest)
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to determine the presence of water behind the omega profile, the profile can be pushed inwards by 
hand or with a rod. It is also possible to tap on the profile. If the profile can be flexibly pushed in, there 
is no water behind the omega profile. 

Joint width and vertical settlement difference
according to the joint width and the settlement difference between the parts, the deformation of the 
omega profile can be modelled and the residual capacity determined. the joint width can be measured 
by measuring the space between the clamping frames. In the design, normally speaking, the bolts are 
inserted at an equal height on both sides of the joint. Measuring the height difference between the 
bolts on both sides of the joint therefore gives a clear indication of the settlement difference.

Presence of fouling
all inspected joints in car tunnels contain water in the floor section. In rail tunnels and in an occasional 
car traffic tunnel, a dry joint was identified. In some joints, this water is so heavily fouled that camera 
inspection is not possible. a number of the inspected joints were fouled with sand and construction 
waste, making the bottom wall section non-inspectable. In a number of cases, so much fouling has 
built up in the wall joint, that the floor joint was not accessible with a camera, from the outside wall.

Water level in the joint
It is unknown at what speed the floor joints fill up with water, and to what extent water escapes from 
the joint due to leakage or evaporation. Because fluctuations in the water level could influence the 
possibilities for halting or slowing down the corrosion, it is recommended that a picture be acquired of 
the fluctuations in the water level. 

Subsidence of the gina profile
If there is no water pressure on the omega profile and it is possible to remove the bolts and clamping 
frames, it is possible to inspect the gina profile in the roof. this inspection is above all necessary if a 
desk study suggests that there is a risk of the occurrence of the sand pump effect. 

A.3 Recommended measuring frequency for immersion joints
For new and existing tunnels in which the baseline inspection reveals no worrying outcomes, a 
five-yearly reinspection of the splash zone and a ten-yearly inspection of the other joint sections is 
recommended.

For tunnels where there are concerns about the (residual) strength of the clamping constructions, it is 
recommended that the joints be renovated within five years, whereby part of the clamping construction 
is reinforced.

to obtain a clear picture of the fluctuations in water level, it is recommended that the water level in the 
joints be monitored in the first year following the baseline inspection / sucking empty of the joints.
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To properly determine the civil engineering scope of the renovation, it is essential to have the 
best possible insight into the condition and deformation behaviour of the tunnel. To develop 
this knowledge, it is important to start monitoring in a more structured way, so that there is 
more and better data with which to conduct research. To this end, the COB network developed 
a monitoring strategy.

the monitoring strategies offers support in preparing a monitoring system in a tunnel, in the 
run-up to the subsequent process of data analysis, data interpretation, conducting a condition 
determination of the tunnel and predicting future behaviour. this strategy is intended to 
support decision making on what needs to be monitored, how the monitoring should be 
conducted and at what frequency the monitoring should be carried out. the initial goal is 
to collect data for scientists (including the PhD, PDeng and MSc students) to analyse the 
essence of monitoring. the results of these studies will provide a better underpinning 
of the behaviour of tunnels and increase the usability of this strategy for maintenance 
purposes.

this document presents version 1 of the strategy. the scope is currently limited 
to deformation(s) of the construction(s) and joints of immersed tunnels, 
considering both new construction and existing tunnels. expansion with 
data processing, lessons learned and other tunnel types (such as bored 
tunnels and land tunnels) is planned for subsequent versions.

Monitoring strategy for 
immersed tunnels
Guide for monitoring tunnel deformations 

in a uniform way
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